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ABSTRACT: Transient electronic systems represent an emerging class of technology that is
defined by an ability to fully or partially dissolve, disintegrate, or otherwise disappear at
controlled rates or triggered times through engineered chemical or physical processes after a
required period of operation. This review highlights recent advances in materials chemistry that
serve as the foundations for a subclass of transient electronics, bioresorbable electronics, that is
characterized by an ability to resorb (or, equivalently, to absorb) in a biological environment.
The primary use cases are in systems designed to insert into the human body, to provide
sensing and/or therapeutic functions for timeframes aligned with natural biological processes.
Mechanisms of bioresorption then harmlessly eliminate the devices, and their associated load
on and risk to the patient, without the need of secondary removal surgeries. The core content
focuses on the chemistry of the enabling electronic materials, spanning organic and inorganic
compounds to hybrids and composites, along with their mechanisms of chemical reaction in
biological environments. Following discussions highlight the use of these materials in
bioresorbable electronic components, sensors, power supplies, and in integrated diagnostic and
therapeutic systems formed using specialized methods for fabrication and assembly. A concluding section summarizes opportunities
for future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Transient electronics represents an emerging class of technology
with a range of unique and important applications.1−4 Unlike
conventional electronic systems, where the engineering
emphasis is on long-term operational and physical stability,
transient devices consider the opposite goal, via constituent
materials that fully or partially dissolve, resorb, or otherwise
physically disappear through chemical or physical processes at
programmed rates or at triggered times after a defined period of
operation. Uses of this type of technology complement those of
traditional electronics, for applications in environmentally
degradable consumer gadgetry or monitors/sensors that reduce
solid waste streams, in hardware-oriented secure platforms that
remove sensitive information inmilitary or proprietary industrial
systems, and in bioresorbable medical electronics that eliminate
surgical extraction procedures needed for temporary implants.3,5

Bioresorbable electronics is one of the most compelling areas
of opportunity, wherein bioresorbable (or, equivalently,
bioabsorbable) materials react in a controlled manner with a
surrounding biological environment through a range of possible
metabolic (i.e., enzymatic), hydrolytic or other processes,
sometimes in parallel with mechanisms of physical disintegra-
tion or fragmentation.6−8 The term biodegradable indicates an
ability for chemical bonds to break naturally in the environment
(ecoresorbable) or in the body (bioresorbable). This review
article focuses on bioresorbable examples of reported biode-
gradable electronics. For temporary implants used with human
patients, the body absorbs, metabolizes and/or discharges the
biocompatible end products without adverse responses or side
effects. The result eliminates associated costs and risks of pain,
infection, or immune responses associated with secondary
surgeries that would otherwise be required for device
removal.9−11

Bioresorbable mechanical devices such as sutures,12 stents,13

scaffolds,14 and release vehicles for drug delivery15 have long,
successful histories of clinical use. These technologies establish
the broad value of nonelectronic implantable technologies that
do not require surgical removal. Bioresorbable electronic
functionality qualitatively expands the range of possibilities.
The first examples of such types of devices involved ultrathin
transistors and logic gates embedded in films of silk fibroin, as
partially resorbable systems that incorporate semiconductor
components.10 Subsequent research defined broad classes of
bioresorbable materials for conductors,16,17 semiconduc-
tors,18,19 and insulators,20,21 as the basis for advanced, integrated

systems with wide ranging diagnostic and therapeutic
functions.22−24 Combining such platforms with wearable
sensors and wireless controllers enables closed-loop, multimodal
operation.25

This review summarizes advances in materials chemistry that
underpin these technologies. The article begins with an overview
of bioresorbable inorganic and organic compounds, hybrids, and
composites for semiconductors, conductors, and insulators, with
an emphasis on their chemistries and mechanisms for reactions
in biological environments. Subsequent content summarizes
uses of these materials in components, sensors, and power
supplies formed from these materials using associated assembly
and fabrication techniques. Descriptions include integrated
systems that address clinical opportunities in brain and blood
monitoring,9,26 cardiac pacing,22,27 nerve regeneration,24,28 pain
relief,11,23 and programmed pharmacological treatment.29,30 A
concluding section summarizes the current state of the field and
highlights opportunities for future research.

2. MATERIALS FOR BIORESORBABLE ELECTRONICS
The development of bioresorbable electronic systems begins
with a detailed understanding of essential aspects of the
chemistry of the constituent materials. Realistic applications
involve timeframes dictated by clinical use cases, with different
requirements on these materials. The two most important time
scales are those associated with the periods of operational
stability and of complete bioresorption. In most examples, the
former is much shorter (typically days or weeks) than the latter
(typically several or many months). An ideal design minimizes
these differences, sometimes based on a triggering event that
initiates fast bioresorption, but in all cases with biocompatible
materials that avoid any adverse reactions within the body at any
stage throughout the life of the device. In general, bioresorbable
systems consist of functional, supporting (i.e., substrate), and
encapsulating components. The permeation of biofluids due to
the erosion of the outermost encapsulating layer or permeation
through it can lead to degradation of enclosed functional
components, ultimately leading to a deterioration of the
operational performance. Thus, the degradation kinetics and
the permeability of the encapsulating layer, and often also the
supporting substrate, are critical factors in determining the
functional lifetime of the overall platform, as it is often the rate-
determining step.

The rapidly growing literature on bioresorbable electronics
uses various forms of nomenclature to describe the materials and
their interactions with biological surroundings. In the following,
biocompatibility refers to the capability of a material or device to
interact with a living system without eliciting harmful responses
or reactions. The term bioresorbable is commonly interchange-
able with biodegradable and bioabsorbable, as a description of a
substance that can be consumed through a series of metabolic
(i.e., enzymatic), hydrolytic, or other reactions, sometimes in
parallel with mechanisms of physical disintegration or
fragmentation, that occur in a biological environment. The
terms dissolution or degradation refer generally to these
processes. The human body absorbs, metabolizes, and/or
discharges the biocompatible end products without any
abnormal responses.

The following subsections summarize various advances in the
most successful and promising bioresorbable electronic
materials, including representative chemistries and reaction
kinetics (in solutions that approximate physiological conditions
or in vivo) associated with both inorganic and organic
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conductors, semiconductors, and insulators that have demon-
strated uses in fully or partly bioresorbable devices and
electronic systems.
2.1. Bioresorbable Conductors
2.1.1. Inorganic Conductors. The main options include

alkali-earth (e.g., magnesium [Mg], calcium [Ca]) and
transition metals (e.g., molybdenum [Mo], tungsten [W], zinc
[Zn], iron [Fe]), and alloys of these materials (e.g., AZ31B; Mg-
based alloy) in the form of thin films (tens to hundreds of
nanometers), foils (tens of micrometers), particles (micro-
meters), wires (tens of micrometers), or their composites with
bioresorbable polymers. The degradation of such metals follows
from a series of anodic and cathodic reactions to produce, in
general, a complex collection of products.31−33 Upon immersion
in water/biofluids, these metals (M) undergo electrochemical
oxidation to generate metal cations (Mn+) and electrons (e−)
(i.e., anodic reaction; M → Mn+ + ne−) and other reaction
products such as hydroxide ions (OH−), hydrogen gas (H2),
metal hydroxides (M(OH)n), and/or phosphates (i.e., cathodic
reaction) (Figure 1).31,32 For example, electrons generated via

anodic reactions of Mg and Zn participate in water reduction
(2H2O + 2e− → H2 + 2OH−), resulting in the production of
hydrogen gas along with a corresponding metal hydroxide (i.e.,
M(OH)n), typically as surface layers. Erosion of these layers by
chloride or other reactive ions, or by biochemical species in body
fluids such as proteins, lipids, and amino acids, leads to
continuous dissolution of the underlying metal. By contrast, Fe,
Mo, and W produce a related protective layer through the
reduction of dissolved oxygen (2H2O + O2 + 4e− → 4OH−),
without formation of hydrogen gas. A particularly compact layer,
consisting mainly of Fe(OH)2, Fe(OH)3, and Fe2O4, forms in
the case of Fe, which hinders further dissolution of metal,
resulting in a slow rate of degradation rate compared to that of
the other metals.32 Fundamental studies indicate that the overall
kinetics of these processes depend strongly on the specific
properties of the surrounding aqueous solution. The following
chemical reactions apply for each material:34

Thin films of Mg, Zn, Mo, W, and Fe are attractive as
electrodes for active or passive electronic components and as
interconnects between such components due to their high
electrical conductivity (Mg, 2.3 × 107 S m−1; Zn, 1.7 × 107 S
m−1; Mo, 2.0 × 107 S m−1; W, 2.0 × 107 S m−1; Fe, 1.0 × 107 S
m−1 at 20 °C) and relative ease in deposition and processing.1

Figure 2a,b represent sequences of dissolution of patterned
traces of Mg (50 nm thick) and Zn (400 nm thick) immersed in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at physiological pH (∼7.4) and
room and body temperature (∼37 °C).35,36 Additional examples
are Mo (300 nm thick) and W (100 nm thick) as electrodes for
electrochemical capacitors and as interfaces to light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) (Figure 2c,d).16,17 The rates of dissolution of
thin films (deposited using electron evaporation to a few tens or
hundreds of nanometers in thickness) of Mg, Zn, W, Mo, and Fe
are 480, 300, 20, 0.7, and 7 nm day−1, respectively, as evaluated
in Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) (pH 7.4 at 37
°C).16,17,37 Similarly, the dissolution of foils (50 μm thick) of
Mg, Zn, W, Mo, and Fe as substrates have rates of 4000, 3500,
150, 20, and 5−80 nm day−1, respectively, in PBS (pH 7.4 at 37
°C).9,38 Figure 4a summarizes dissolution rates of inorganic
conductors in various biofluids at physiological conditions (pH
7.4 at 37 °C).

Bioresorbable metal alloys can be exploited in structural
implants for orthopedic medical applications (e.g., scaffolds,
stents, screws) due to their tunable mechanical properties and
degradation rates. As representative examples, bioresorbable
Mg-based alloys involve Mg with relatively low content of other
metals, such as Ca, Zn, aluminum (Al), lithium (Li), zirconium
(Zr), and rare earths (RE) elements; Mg-0.8Ca, AZ31 (Mg-3Al-
1Zn), ZX11 (Mg-1Zn-1Ca), ZEK100 (Mg-Zn-RE-Zr), LAE442
(Mg-4Li-4Al-2RE), MgYREZr (MAGNEZIX).32 In the Mg−
Al−Zn alloys (e.g., AZ31, Mg-3Al-1Zn; AZ91, Mg-9Al-1Zn),
incorporation of Al contributes to the mechanical strength and
the corrosion resistance. These alloys produce insoluble
aluminum oxide (i.e., Al2O3) as a degradation product, thereby
resulting in a reduced degradation rate compared to pure Mg
(typically 3 times slower under pH 7.4 PBS at 37 °C).34,39 High
concentrations of Al can, however, cause harmful biological
effects and specific diseases (e.g., Alzheimer and dementia). As
an application example,Mg−Zn−Ca alloys (Mg-1Zn-5Ca) fixed
to the bone as screws completely disappear after 12 months in
human evaluations.40

Certain applications require printable and/or thick con-
ductive layers, as inks/pastes that consist of micro/nanoparticles
of bioresorbable metals dispersed in a matrix of a bioresorbable
polymer. Physical contacts between the conductive components
in these materials establish percolation networks that support
electrically conductive pathways. Well-studied composites
include Zn/poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO),41 Fe/polycaprolac-
tone (PCL),42 and Mg/polylactic acid (PLA).43 A disadvantage
of these systems is that surface oxides on the metals can increase
the contact resistances to reduce the conductivity of the
networks. In this context, Mo and W microparticles are
attractive alternatives because their relative reactivities, as

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of chemical reactions associated with
dissolution of bioresorbable metals (M) in aqueous environments.31−33

A series of anodic and cathodic reactions produce hydrogen gas and
hydroxide ions. In some cases, solid fragments generated during this
process can be absorbed into the body through phagocytosis.
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defined by their Pauling electronegativity, are much higher (Mo,
2.16; W, 2.36) than for Zn (1.65), Fe (1.83), and Mg (1.31),
lead to a relative resistance to the formation of thick oxides. A
composite composed of Mo microparticles (1−5 μm in
diameter) in a matrix of the bioresorbable polymer poly-
butanedithiol 1,3,5-triallyl-1,3,5-triazine-2,4,6(1H,3H,5H)-tri-
one pentenoic anhydride (PBTPA) has a conductivity of 1000
S m−1 at a volume fraction of 0.35 of Mo/PBTPA.44 Penetration
of water molecules into the matrix triggers degradation in
interfacial adhesion between the Mo particles and the PBTPA,
thereby leading to gradual loss of conductivity, as evaluated in
PBS (pH 7.4 at 37 °C). Similar studies based on W micro/
nanoparticles in bioresorbable polymers such as beeswax (W
particles with diameters of 500 nm),45 candelilla wax (W
particles with diameters of 5 μm),46 and PEO (W particles with
diameters of 4−6 μm)41 show conductivities of ≈6400 S m−1 at
27 vol %, ≈ 4200 S m−1 at 35 vol % and 5200 S m−1 at a weight
ratio of W:PEO:methanol = 40:2.5:10, respectively, as expected
due to percolation effects. Both composites retain excellent

conductivity in PBS at 37 °C for 4−5 days, significantly longer
than that achieved with PBTPA (∼1 day).

Advanced composites of these general types exploit sintering
processes at the junctions between metal microparticles, to
eliminate the surface oxide layer. In one example, laser-induced
thermal sintering fuses Zn particles (1−5 μm in diameter) to
form percolating conductive paths.47−49 The resulting sintered
Zn/poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) films (8−16 μm thick) offer
conductivities of 2 × 106 S m−1, which are 10 orders of
magnitude higher than that of an otherwise similar, but
nonsintered, film. Electrochemically sintering Zn particles with
acidic solution is also possible.50 The ink formulation in this case
consists of Zn particles (<10 μm in diameter) mixed with
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as a binder in isopropyl alcohol
(IPA) (Zn:PVP:IPA = 30:1:10 by weight) to yield a printable
ink. The sintering chemistry begins with dissolution of native
oxides on the microparticles by a diluted acetic acid
(CH3COOH:H2O, 1:10 by volume), followed by electro-
chemical self-exchange of Zn and Zn2+ at the Zn/H2O interface.

Figure 2. Chemical reactions associated with the dissolution of bioresorbable inorganic conductors and semiconductors. (a−d) Sequence of images
showing the dissolution of patterns of conducting materials (top) and associated reactions (bottom). (a) Mg (50 nm thick).35 Reproduced with
permission from ref 35. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. (b) Zn (400 nm thick).36 Reproduced with permission from ref 36. Copyright
2019 Springer Nature. (c) Mo (300 nm thick).16 Reproduced with permission from ref 16. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (d) W (100 nm thick).17

Reproduced with permission from ref 17. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH. (e−h) Sequence of images showing the dissolution of patterns of
semiconducting materials (top) and associated reactions (bottom). (e) Mono-Si (200 nm thick).87 Reproduced with permission from ref 87.
Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. (f) doped-Si (200 nm thick).20 Reproduced with permission from ref 20. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society. (g) Ge (45 nm thick).19 Reproduced with permission from ref 19. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature. (h) ZnO (200 nm thick).17

Reproduced with permission from ref 17. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH.
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Rapid (within several minutes), direct deposition of Zn from
Zn2+ provides conductive contacts between adjacent Zn
particles. Electrochemically sintered films of this composite
(50 μm thick) show an increase of 8 orders of magnitude in
conductivity compared to the nonsintered case, from 10−3 to 105
S m−1.
2.1.2. Organic Conductors. Conducting polymers (CPs)

are an attractive alternative to the traditional metals described
above, given their attractive processing options and their
favorable mechanical properties. Preparation of CPs typically
involves doping of conjugated polymers that have delocalized π-
electrons along their backbone. Examples include polypyrrole
(PPy) (≈ 1.0 × 102 S cm−1; doped with iron(III) chloride
[FeCl3]),

51 polyaniline (PANI) (2.8 × 10−2 S cm−1; doped with
sulfuric acid),52 and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
(PEDOT, 4.6 × 103 S cm−1; doped with polystyrene
sulfonate).53 The dopants increase the density of charge carriers,
thereby leading to high levels of electrical conductivity. These
same materials also support forms of ionic conductivity that can
be important in biointerfaces. The following focuses mainly on
electrical conductivity.
Although most CPs are chemically stable under physiological

conditions (i.e., nondegradable), innovative designs and
fabrication methods provide routes to various levels of
degradability. Previous studies rely on mainly three approaches;
(I) blends of CPs in insulating bioresorbable polymer matrices;
(II) chemical modifications of CPs or their chemical integration
with bioresorbable polymers; (III) polymerization with electro-
active segments (i.e., mainly conducting oligomers), and
degradable segments via cleavable linkers. The following
presents examples of each approach. A subsequent subsection
summarizes chemical aspects of the electrically insulating
bioresorbable polymers mentioned below.
The first scheme yields partially bioresorbable conductors via

combinations of CPs directly with bioresorbable insulating
hosts, as percolating composites analogous to those described
with traditional metals in the previous subsection. Examples
include combinations of PPy, PANI, and PEDOT with various
bioresorbable polymers such as poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid)
(PLGA), poly(D,L-lactic acid) (PDLLA), poly(L-lactic acid)
(PLLA), PCL, and silk fibroin (SF). Loading of 3 wt % PPy
nanoparticles doped with FeCl3 into PDLLA yields a material
with an electrical conductivity of 1.0 × 10−3 S cm−1.54

Alternatives involve electrochemically deposited coatings of
PPy on PLGA or PLLA fibers as supporting scaffolds, to increase
the conductivity from less than 1.0 × 10−16 S cm−1 to as high as
1.0 × 10−4 S cm−1, with a weight loss of 14−24% after 12 weeks
under physiological conditions (PBS, pH 7.4 at 37 °C).55,56

Besides synthetic bioresorbable polymers, natural polymers
(e.g., silk fibroin) can also serve as bioresorbable hosts. Coating
PPy directly on a substrate of silk fibroin creates a material in
which the PPy disintegrates upon bioresorption of the silk, with
an overall weight loss of 82% in PBS at 37 °C for 15 days.57

PEDOT and PANI can be exploited in analogous ways. For
instance, loading of 10 wt % PEDOTdoped with hyaluronic acid
(PEDOT-HA) into PLLA yields a conductivity of 4.7 × 10−3 S
cm−1. The rate of bioresorption of PEDOT-HA/PLLA is higher
than that of PEDOT-PLLA, likely due to increased water
penetration as a result of the hydrophilic HA domains.58 An
additional instance of PEDOT-based composites relies on
PLGA microfibers (i.e., core) coated with PEDOT (sheath).59

The weight ratios of PEDOT to PLGA decide the diameters of
the microfibers, 3.7 ± 0.9 μm for 3:10, 2.9 ± 0.96 μm for 5:10,

and ∼10 μm for 1:10. Here, the PEDOT sheath maintains its
thickness of 500 nm regardless of type of microfibers, because
PEDOT depends only on the amount of oxidant that can diffuse
into the core for oxidative polymerization. The conductivity of
this composite can reach from 0.2 × 10−1 to 2.8 × 10−1 S cm−1.
Examples of PANI doped with camphor sulfonic acid rely on
coelectrospinning with gelatin60 or poly(L-lactide-co-ε-capro-
lactone)61 to yield fibrous sheets, with conductivities that range
from 1.4−2.1 × 10−2 S cm−1 at 30 wt % PANI.

The second approach involves modification of CPs with
ionizable groups or incorporation/integration of modified CPs
with degradable polymers. One study focuses on modification of
the pyrrole monomer itself.62 The reaction begins with
introduction of functional groups (e.g., acid group for ionizable
degradation; ester group for hydrolyzable degradation) such
that subsequent oxidative electrochemical and ferric-chloride-
mediated chemical reactions initiate polymerization of these
modified monomers (i.e., modified PPy). Films (500 μm thick)
based on this modified PPy-based material exhibit sheet
resistances of 300 Ω sq−1 and mass loss of 100% within 24 h
(pH 8.2) and 27% over 80 days (pH 7.2) at 37 °C, respectively.
Another scheme63 incorporates poly(ammonium(3-thienyl)
ethoxypropanesulfonate) (SPT, conductive material) and
poly(ethylenimine) (PEI, water-soluble material) into a fully
bioresorbable CP. The negatively charged SPT and the
positively charged PEI assemble into multilayer films (SPT-
PEI) via layer-by-layer deposition techniques. The resultant
multilayers exhibit conductivities as high as 2.76 × 10−2 S cm−1,
adjustable according to the number of cycles for coating of each
film. Importantly, these multilayers fully degrade over 83−130
days in a physiological environment (pH of 7.4 and temperature
of 37 °C).

The third approach involves polymerization of electroactive
oligomer units (e.g., pyrrole-thiophene-pyrrole oligomers and
aniline oligomers; aniline trimer, aniline tetramer, and aniline
pentamer) and bioresorbable polymeric segments (e.g., PLA,
PCL, PLLA, polyurethane [PU], poly(ester amide), glutaralde-
hyde, polyphosphazene, and polyglycerol sebacate) that include
resorbable functional groups such as ester bonds, which
hydrolyze to a carboxylic acid and an alcohol.64−69 A recently
reported, bioresorbable conductive form of PU (BCPU) is a
representative example of this strategy. BCPU consists of
copolymers of aniline trimers as an electroactive element and
PCL as a bioresorbable element. The content of the trimer
defines the electrical conductivity, ranging from 5.5× 10−5 to 1.2
× 10−5 (in a dry state). In vitro dissolution tests reveal that the
BCPU undergoes degradation by hydrolytic (in PBS at 37 °C)
and enzymatic (with a lipase in PBS at 37 °C) reactions, with a
mass loss of 12−14% after 8 weeks and 25% after 14 days,
respectively.70 In addition to aniline trimers, tetramers and
pentamers can also bond with poly(ester amide) and PLA via
cleavable linkages. Polymerization between aniline pentamers as
an electroactive segment, glycine ethyl ester as a bioresorbable
segment and phosphazene as a chemical linker (i.e., poly-
[(glycine ethyl ester) (aniline pentamer) phosphazene])
(PGAP) yields a material with an electrical conductivity of ∼2
× 10−5 S cm−1.69 Films of PGAP (100 μm thick) undergo
hydrolytic degradation of ester bonds with a weight loss of 50%
over 70 days under in vitro conditions (0.1 M PBS; pH 7.4 at 37
°C).

Table 1 provides an overview of the degradability of
bioresorbable organic materials (conductors, semiconductors,
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insulators), expressed as weight loss (%) dissolved per day in
PBS (pH 7.4) at 37 °C.
2.2. Bioresorbable Semiconductors
2.2.1. Inorganic Semiconductors. The discovery of

chemical processes that lead to natural dissolution of
monocrystalline, device-grade silicon (Si) under physiological
conditions represents a major milestone in the development of
realistic classes of bioresorbable electronic systems. Although
silicon wafers are considered nonbiodegradable due to their
large thicknesses (in the millimeter range) and the native oxides
on their surfaces, various forms of silicon nanostructures (e.g.,
nanowires, nanoribbons, nanomembranes) can dissolve com-
pletely in relevant biofluids on time scales relevant for practical
applications, i.e., several days or weeks, depending on the
geometrical and surface chemical characteristics.20 Previous
studies suggest that bioresorption of silicon involves reactions

with surrounding water to generate orthosilicic acid (i.e.,
Si(OH)4) and hydrogen gas as products; Si + 4H2O → Si(OH)4
+ 2H2.

86 Experiments show that monocrystalline silicon (mono-
Si, 100 nm thick) exhibits rates of dissolution of ∼2−5 nm day−1

in PBS (0.1 M, pH 7.4 at 37 °C)18 and complete resorption of
mono-Si (200 nm thick) in cell culture environments at body
temperature without adverse impact on cell metabolism (Figure
2e).87

The hydrolytic reactions of silicon nanostructures depend on
the type and level of doping of the silicon.2 Doping of Si
nanomembranes (NMs, 70 nm thick) with phosphorus- and
boron- for n- and p-type behavior, respectively, lead to a strong
reduction of the dissolution rate from 3.1 and 2.9 nm day−1 (at a
doping level of 1017−1019 cm−3) to 0.4 and 0.2 nm day−1 with
dopant concentrations that exceed a certain level (i.e., ∼1020
cm−3),88 as measured by immersion in PBS (0.1 M, pH 7.4 at 37
°C). Studies of wet-etching of silicon in alkaline (i.e., high pH)
solutions reveal that these differences follow partly from
electrical effects associated with concentrations of electrons
and holes, rather than the chemical effects of the dopants
themselves.88,89 The etching behaviors can be separated into
two regimes; a constant etching rate (R) and a sharply
decreasing rate, both of which depend on the concentration of
dopants (C). The intersection of the asymptotes of these regions
defines a critical dopant concentration (C0). When C0 ≫ C
(below C0), R is independent of the dopant concentration (C).
For C0 ≪ C, R is inversely proportional to the fourth power ofC,
as described by the following equation at high pH: R = Ri/(1 +
(C/C0)4).

88,89 Another factor that contributes to doping
dependent rates of dissolution arises from differences in the
densities of the oxide layers (i.e., silicon dioxide, SiO2) that
spontaneously form on the silicon surface. Highly doped silicon
exhibits stable and dense SiO2 layers when immersed in water or
biofluids.90 Lightly doped silicon, by comparison, forms porous
SiO2 layers.

91 The dissolution rate of SiO2 is much slower than
that of silicon, thus providing a rate limiting step for dissolution
of the underlying silicon.

The chemical composition of the surrounding solution (e.g.,
type of solution, additive species, pH level) can also strongly
affect the rates of dissolution.2,88,92 For example, dissolution of
Si NMs (boron-doped, 1015 cm−3) occurs at a rate of 58 nm
day−1 in HBSS (pH 7.6 at 37 °C) and 21 nm day−1 in bovine
serum (pH 7.4 at 37 °C) (Figure 2f).20 Higher concentrations of
anions (e.g., chloride [Cl−] and phosphate [PO4

3−] ions) and
cations (e.g., sodium [Na+], potassium [K+], calcium [Ca2+],
and magnesium [Mg2+] ions) in solutions can accelerate the
degradation of Si.20,92,93 Presence of divalent cations (i.e., 1 mM
Ca2+ and Mg2+), which are common in biological fluids and in
HBSS increases the rate to 66 nm day−1.20 HBSS at enhanced
basic conditions (i.e., pH 8.2) further accelerates the rate,
consistent with results obtained at pH 7.6; 178 and 129 nm
day−1 with and without Ca2+ and Mg2+, respectively. Similarly,
the presence of K+ ions enhances the dissolution more than Na+
ions under the same concentration of anions.92 Phosphate
solutions lead to faster dissolution than chloride solutions under
the same concentrations of cations. By contrast, addition of
protein (e.g., albumin, 6−35 g L−1) in solution (i.e., PBS)
decreases the rate by ∼30%, due likely to reduced transport
kinetics associated with adsorption on the silicon surface (to a
thickness of 0.5−1.5 nm).20 The underlying chemical
mechanism is related to the nucleophilic attack of surface
bonds of Si that can cause weakening of interior bonds, thereby
leading to accelerated formation of Si(OH)4 as a degradation

Table 1. Characteristics of Bioresorbable Organic
Conductors, Semiconductors, and Insulators for
Bioresorbable Electronic Devicesa

materials type weight loss
degradation

time ref

Conductor
modified PPy synthetic 100% (thin film;

pH 8.2)
24 h 62

6−27% (pellet; pH
7.2)

80 days

PEDOT:PSS synthetic 100% (in protease
solution)

4 weeks 71

DCPU synthetic 12−14% 8 weeks 70
PGAP synthetic 50% 70 days 69
PHAT synthetic 50% 5 days 65
HPLAAT synthetic 40−45% 3 days 68
SPT/PEI composite 100% 12−18 weeks 63
PPy/PLA composite 14−24% 12 weeks 56
PPy/SF composite 82% 15 days 57
PANI/gelatin composite 50−60% 7−14 days 72
Semiconductor
melanin* natural 100% 8 weeks 73
PDPP−PD synthetic 100% (pH 4.6) 40 days 74
DDFTTF synthetic 100% (pH 4.0) 80 days 75
Insulator
SF natural 100% (in protease

solution)
4 weeks 71

candelilla wax* natural 0.3 μm/day 0.3 μm/day 46
PLLA/PCL synthetic 100% 100 days 76
PLA synthetic 64% 12 months 77
PCL synthetic 3% 5 weeks 78
PA synthetic 100% 3−4 days 79
hydrophobic
PA

synthetic 100% (for 1 mg) 42 days 80

PLGA (50:50) synthetic 100% 30 days 81,82
PLGA (65:35) 40 days
PLGA (75:25) 50 days

PVA synthetic 100% 30 min 83
POMaC synthetic 77% 10 weeks 84
POC synthetic 20% 21 days 85
aResults from degradation tests involve immersion in PBS at a pH of
7.4 and temperature of 37 °C. Asterisk marks (*) correspond to
measurements in in vivo conditions.
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product.92,93 Interestingly, mechanical stirring in solution leads
to decreases or increases in dissolution rate depending on the
type of dopant, resulting from changes in the surface charge
status with ion distribution at the interface between the silicon
and the surrounding solution (i.e., interruption of the local
enrichment of ions on the silicon surface).93 For instance,
stirring reduces the rate of dissolution of p-type Si NMs likely
due to reduced enrichment of ions at the interface. Similar
effects may explain experimental observations in p-type Si NMs
that indicate decreases in lateral dimensions do not lead to
increased rates. This effect largely disappears under stirring as a
result of reductions in surface enrichment. By contrast, the
surfaces of n-type Si NMs exhibit reduced adsorptive
concentration of phosphate ions due to effects of electrostatic
repulsion. Therefore, the dissolution rates of n-type Si show little
dependence on lateral dimensions, but stirring can accelerate
dissolution by removing reaction products from the near surface
region. Therefore, geometrical design can be considered as an
additional method for tuning the dissolution behavior of Si
NMs.93 Experimental studies show that square, pad-type Si
electrodes (p-type: 1017 cm−3; 300 μm long, 300 μm wide, 200
nm thick) dissolve faster than otherwise similar electrodes
patterned into mesh geometries.
Silicon nanorods (NRs), nanowires (NWs), and/or nano-

needles (NNs) can also be considered for uses in bioresorbable
platforms, particularly for minimally invasive and long-term
sustained drug delivery due to their nanoscale size, low toxicity,
and slow degradation rate (<20 nm day−1).94,95 These materials
follow identical degradation chemistry with Si NMs (i.e.,
hydrolysis), where Si bonds at the surface undergo nucleophilic
attack by OH− groups in water.92 Examples of porous Si NNs
(900 nm in diameter and 60 μm long) gradually resorb over 2
months when embedded in 1.4% agarose gel with 1 mL of
simulated tear fluid at 37 °C.96 An increase in the surface
porosity from 0 to 60% accelerates the dissolution rate from 3.5
to 16.6 nm day−1. Conformal coatings can extend the stability of
these and other silicon nanostructures (i.e., decrease in
degradation rate) in physiological environments.96,97 For
example, Si NWs (30 nm in diameter) coated with 0, 5, and
10 nm thick aluminum oxide (Al2O3) shells (annealed for 1 min
at 400 °C) degrade in 1× PBS at 37 °Cover 10, 50, and 100 days,
respectively.97

In addition to mono-Si, additional forms of silicon (e.g.,
amorphous silicon [a-Si]; polycrystalline silicon [poly-Si]),
along with other materials such as germanium (Ge), Si−Ge
alloys, zinc oxide (ZnO), aluminum zinc oxide (Al: ZnO), and
indium−gallium-zinc oxide (IGZO, indium [In], gallium [Ga])
can be used as fully or partially bioresorbable inorganic
semiconductors. For instance, a-Si (100 nm thick) and poly-Si
(100 nm thick) dissolve at rates of 4.1 and 2.8 nm day−1 in PBS
(0.1 M, pH 7.4 at 37 °C), respectively, with qualitatively similar
dissolution chemistries.18 Even at similar pH and temperature,
bovine serum leads to dissolution rates that are 30−40 times
higher than those of the PBS, corresponding to 130 and 100 nm
day−1 for a-Si and poly-Si, respectively.18 The lower density of a-
Si compared to that of poly-Si results in an increase in the rate of
water diffusion and reaction, leading to an accelerated rate.37 As
another example, Ge (45−100 nm thick) undergoes similar
mechanisms of hydrolysis to those with silicon (Ge + O2 + H2O
→ H2GeO3), dissolving at a rate of 3.1, 6.5, and 30 nm day−1 in
0.1 M PBS, 10 M PBS, and bovine serum (pH 7.4 at 37 °C),
respectively (Figure 2g).18,19 Alloys of Si and Ge (Si−Ge, 100
nm thick) are important for applications in high speed

electronics. Si−Ge dissolves at a rate of 0.1 nm day−1 in PBS
(0.1 M, pH 7.4 at 37 °C), which is ∼30 times slower than those
of mono-Si and Ge. The rate for Si−Ge is strongly accelerated
(∼185 times) in bovine serum.18

Studies of ZnO show that it is also soluble to forms of
hydroxide or ions according to ZnO + H2O → Zn(OH)2 and
ZnO +H2O → Zn2+ + 2OH−. Such materials can be exploited as
bioresorbable n-type semiconductors for p−n junctions in
diodes (including light emitting diodes) or as semiconductor
layers in thin-film transistors (TFTs).17,98 Simple sputtering
techniques can form high quality films. Pulsed laser deposition
yields ZnO films (200 nm thick) on Si(111) that dissolve at rates
of 4 nm day−1 in PBS (pH 7.4 at 37 °C) (Figure 2h).17 Related
work shows that amorphous IGZO (35 nm thick) can be
deposited by sputtering, also for use in TFTs.99 Here, the
processes of dissolution begin with formation of indium and
gallium oxides (In2O3, Ga2O), and Zn(OH)2 through
hydrolysis. Next, each oxide and hydroxide reacts with water
to produce biproducts according to In2O3 + 3H2O → 2In(OH)3
or In2O3 + H2O → 2InOOH;37,99 Ga2O + 4(OH) →
2GaO(OH) + H2O;100 ZnO + H2O → Zn(OH)2,

98 but the
resultant gallium oxide forms insoluble metal hydroxides.99,100

Transitionmetal dichalcogenides (TMDs) as semiconductors
of the type of MX2, where M corresponds to a transition metal
(e.g., Mo or W) and X is a chalcogen atom (e.g., sulfur [S],
selenium [Se], or tellurium [Te]), can in certain cases exhibit
dissolution behaviors via hydrolysis. Cases of particular interest
include molybdenum disulfide (MoS2, band gap [Eg] = 1.88 eV
for monolayer) and tungsten disulfide (WS2, Eg = 2.03 eV for
monolayer) due to their direct bandgap, strong spin−orbit
coupling and favorable electronic and mechanical proper-
ties.101,102 Nanosheets of MoS2 (80−160 nm thick) and WS2
(40−64 nm thick) synthesized by hydrothermal methods
dissolve at rates of 1.4−2.8 and 0.7−1.1 nm day−1 in PBS at
37 °C, following two steps, 2MoS2 + 7O2 → 2MoO3 + 4SO2 and
MoO3 + 2OH− → MoO4

2− + H2O; 2WS2 + 7O2 → 2WO3 +
4SO2 and WO3 + 2OH− → WO4

2− + H2O, respectively. Recent
results demonstrate the biocompatibility and nontoxicity of
MoS2 and WS2, suggesting their potential suitability for
bioresorbable electronic implants.103−106

Figure 4b summarizes the dissolution kinetics of inorganic
semiconductors in various biofluids at physiological conditions
(pH 7.4 at 37 °C).
2.2.2. Organic Semiconductors. Bioresorbable semi-

conductors based on organic polymers are of interest as
alternatives to the inorganic materials described above.
Attractive features are in low-temperature synthesis and
processing, flexible/robust mechanical characteristics, versatile
options in modification for sensing capabilities, and chemically
tailored rates of dissolution. Many of these materials follow from
natural dyes or pigments, such as indigo, melanin, β-carotene,
and perylene diimide (PDI). Their semiconducting character-
istics originate from π-conjugated structures, similar to those
described previously in the context of CPs, thereby enabling
efficient charge transport. One early example is in the use of a
layer of indigo (40 nm thick) as a p-type channel material for an
ambipolar field-effect transistor (FET).107 The high crystallinity
of indigo (Eg = 1.7 eV) can be favorable for interfacial charge
transport, with a hole mobility of 5 × 10−3−1 × 10−2 cm2 V−1

s−1. PDI (Eg = 2.02 eV for monomer; Eg = 1.95 eV for polymer)
is a high-grade dye that acts as an n-type organic semi-
conductor,108,109 attractive due to strong stacking of π-
conjugated structures with high electron affinity, long excited
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state lifetime, strong visible light absorption, and high
fluorescence quantum yield. These properties allow for use of
PDI in bioresorbable TFTs, solar cells, or photodetectors. The
presence of C−C and C−N chemical bonds in the backbone,
however, prevents complete dissolution. Incorporating these π-
conjugated molecules in bioresorbable polymeric matrices (e.g.,
coating on PLGA (40 nm in diameter); copolymerization with
PCL) contributes to improved bioresorption under physio-
logical conditions.110,111

Purely synthetic organic semiconductors are also of interest. A
fully degradable semiconductor of this type (e.g., PDPP−PD)
involves polymerization between diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)
and phenylenediamine (PD) via imine chemistry.74 The imine
bonds form a stable conjugated linker at neutral pH, but they
undergo rapid hydrolysis with a catalytic acid. Studies of films of
PDPP−PD suggest that degradation occurs in two steps: (I)
hydrolysis of imine bonds under acidic catalysis and (II) further
degradation of DPP monomers due to reaction with water and

the lactam rings. Through this chemistry, thin films (40 nm
thick) completely disappear after 30 days in aqueous buffer
solution (pH 4.6). Additional examples are thiophene-based
materials, 5,5′-bis(7-dodecyl-9H-fluoren-2-yl)-2,2′-bithiophene
(DDFTTF), deposited by thermal evaporation to yield p-type
thin film semiconductors. Although not fully understood,
reactions of DDFTTF are likely similar to those for melanin, a
bioresorbable and biocompatible amorphous semiconductor. In
particular, melanin formed from 5,6-dihydroxyindole monomer
degrades to pyrrole-2,3,5-tricarboxylic acid and pyrrole-2,3-
dicarboxylic acid. Full bioresorption of melanin thin films (100
μm thick) occurs in 8 weeks in vivo.73 Thin-film transistors that
include DDFTTF as semiconducting layers deposited by
thermal evaporation completely disappear after 70 days in
citrate buffer (pH 4.0 at 37 °C).75

Studies over the past decade indicate that a number of other
synthetic organic semiconductors (e.g., N,N′-ditridecylpery-
lene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide (P13, n-type) and ω-

Figure 3. Chemical reactions associated with the dissolution of bioresorbable inorganic and organic insulators. (a,b) Sequence of images showing the
dissolution of patterns of inorganic insulating materials (top) and associated reactions (bottom). (a) SiO2 (900 nm thick). Inset, cross-sectional
scanning electronmicroscope images.128,129 Reproduced with permission from ref 128. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. Reproduced with
permission from ref 129. Copyright 2016 United States National Academy of Sciences. (b)MgO (150 nm thick).86 Reproduced with permission from
ref 86. Copyright 2012 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c−f) Sequence of images showing the dissolution of patterns of organic
insulating materials (top) and associated reactions (bottom). (c) Silk fibroin hydrogel.130 Reproduced with permission from ref 130. Copyright 2018
BioMed Central. (d) PLGA (65:35,Mw = 60 000).131 Reproduced with permission from ref 131. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society. (e) PA
(124 μm thick).4 Reproduced with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2017 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (f) PVA (200 μm
thick, Mw = 31 000).132 Reproduced with permission from ref 132. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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dihexyl-quaterthiophene (DH4T, p-type),112 hexadecafluor-
ophthalocyanine copper (F16CuPc, n-type) and pentacene (p-
type),113 poly(3-hexylthiophene): polystyrene (P3HT: PS, p-
type),114 poly[4-(4,4-dihexadecyl-4H-cyclopenta[1,2-b:5,4-b′]-
dithiophen-2-yl)-alt-[1,2,5]-thiadiazolo-[3,4-c]pyridine]
(PCDTPT, p-type)115) can be considered as bioresorbable
candidates for organic field effect transistors (OFETs). In many
cases, however, detailed studies of their dissolution behaviors in
water or biofluids at physiologically relevant conditions remain
to be performed.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in arrays or networks can serve as

an organic thin film type semiconductor or a conductor
depending on the electronic nature of the CNTs. Although
the CNTs are not degradable, blending them into a
bioresorbable matrix (e.g., polybutylene succinate, PCL, PLA,
PEO)116−119 or directly coating them on a bioresorbable
supporting substrate (e.g., PVA, cellulose)120,121 lead to
transience through partial disintegration and dissolution of the
matrix. The strategies (II) for fabricating organic conductors,
previously mentioned in the subsection of 2.1.2, can be exploited
with CNTs. Promising examples involve chemically function-
alized CNTs with degradable segments (e.g., poly(L-lactide-co-
ε-caprolactone), PLLA) for improved degradability as well as
biocompatibility.122,123

2.3. Bioresorbable Insulators

Bioresorbable insulating materials (e.g., metal oxides, metal
nitrides, and polymers) can serve as gate dielectric layers in
transistors, as isolation layers between conductive traces or
electrodes, as passivating coatings, as encapsulation structures,
or as supporting substrates. The following subsections
summarize recent progress on materials for these purposes,
divided into inorganic and organic types, as in the previous
subsections.
2.3.1. Inorganic Insulators. Recent work on inorganic

insulators includes SiO2, silicon nitride (Si3N4), and magnesium
oxides (MgO), along with examples of the use of lightly doped
mono-Si as an encapsulant. These materials are compatible with
a range of growth and deposition techniques, and with
associated patterning options, thereby enabling selective
application to desired regions of a substrate. Previous studies
demonstrate uses of such materials in capacitors,24,86

transistors,8,124 interlayers,125,126 passivation coatings, and
barriers against water permeation.20,21,127 Bioresorption occurs
under physiological conditions via hydrolytic processes. Silicon
oxide and silicon nitride deposited by plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) represent good choices
for inorganic materials-based encapsulation.127 Multilayer
structures reduce the effects of pinholes and defects. Atomic
layer deposition (ALD) is also attractive option for forming
encapsulation layers.127

SiO2 dissolves via the reaction SiO2 + 2H2O → Si(OH)4,
similar to the chemistry associated with Si (Figure 3a). The rate
of dissolution in PBS (pH 7.4 at 37 °C) is, however, much slower
than that of Si, depending on the methods for deposition or
growth and their effect on the density or stoichiometry. For
example, SiO2 films (100 nm thick) show dissolution rates of
0.005, 0.01, 0.1, 0.44, and 10 nm day−1 in PBS (pH 7.4) at 37 °C
when formed by thermal growth in O2 (tg-dry) and H2O (tg-
wet) vapor, by PECVD, bymagnetron sputtering deposition and
by electron beam physical vapor deposition (EBPVD),
respectively.17,127,128 The tg-dry and PECVD oxides typically
have ideal stoichiometry (i.e., SiO2), while EBPVD oxides are

rich in oxygen (i.e., SiO2.2). Relatively higher density (2.31 g
cm−3) and favorable stoichiometry (Si:O = 1:2) for tg-dry oxides
contribute to their very low rates of dissolution, by comparison
to those for the relatively lower density (1.9 g cm−3) and
nonstoichiometric chemistry (Si:O = 1:2.2) that results from
EBPVD.127 Reduced density can improve the diffusion of
aqueous solutions into the materials, thereby accelerating the
hydrolysis reaction by increasing the reactive surface area. As for
materials described in other subsections, the chemistry of the
aqueous environment affects the rates. In artificial cerebrospinal
fluid (ACSF, pH 7.4 at 37 °C) the kinetics of SiO2 films
deposited by PECVD are faster by up to ∼82 times (i.e., 0.1−8.2
nm day−1).125

Si3N4 dissolves in two steps, (I) oxidation into silicon oxide
(Si3N4 + 6H2O → 3SiO2 + 4NH3) and (II) hydrolysis of silicon
oxide into silicic acid (SiO2 + 2H2O → Si(OH)4). As with SiO2,
the methods for deposition affect the hydrolysis kinetics. In PBS
(pH 7.4 at 37 °C), Si3N4 films (100 nm thick) deposited by low-
pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD), PECVD-low
frequency (LF) and PECVD-high frequency (HF) exhibit rates
of dissolution of 0.16, 0.85, and 0.85 nm day−1, respectively.127

LPCVD nitrides have higher densities (3.1 g cm−3) and
favorable stoichiometries (Si:N = 3:3.9) compared to
PECVD-HF nitrides (densities, 2.5 g cm−3; stoichiometries,
Si:N = 3:3.3).127 In ACSF (pH 7.4 at 37 °C), the rate of
dissolution for PECVDnitride is 6 times higher than that in PBS,
i.e., 0.85 to 5.1 nm day−1.125

Another option is MgO, which is known to form naturally on
the surfaces of Mg-based bioresorbable implants. EBPVD and
sputtering deposition can also yield films of MgO on various
substrates. When exposed to physiologically relevant fluids,
water molecules initiate a reaction to produce an associated
hydroxide, according to MgO + H2O → Mg(OH)2 (Figure 3b).
Exposure to chloride ions (Cl−) or an acidic environment can
accelerate the rate, releasing Mg2+, according to MgO + 2H+ →
Mg2+ + H2O.133 A 130 nm-thick layer of MgO deposited by
EBPVD dissolves in PBS (pH 7.4 at 37 °C) within 30 min at a
rate of 6.3 μm day−1.

SiO2, Si3N4, andMgO are useful in bioresorbable capacitors as
insulators and in transistors as gate dielectrics. For fabrication of
bioresorbable p- and n-type metal oxide semiconductor field-
effect transistors (MOSFETs), Si NM (300 nm thick); SiO2,
Si3N4, and MgO (<200 nm thick); and Mg (300 nm thick) can
be used for channels, gate dielectrics, and electrodes,
respectively.8,86,98,124 Bioresorbable capacitors with these
materials use conventional metal−insulator−metal structures.
Recent applications of inorganic dielectric materials as insulators
with corresponding dielectric constants (3.7−3.9 for SiO2; 7.5
for Si3N4; 9.8 for MgO) are in structures of Mg/SiO2/Mg and
Mg/MgO/Mg.24,86

In addition to metal oxides or nitrides, encapsulation
structures can use Si NMs in undoped or lightly doped forms,
as an effective insulator for such purposes. Negligible water
permeation or absorption, along with rates of surface erosion in
bioresorption that match many practical requirements, are some
appealing characteristics.20 As one example, mono-Si NMs (1.5
μm thick) provide robust barrier properties for days or weeks,
and up to 10 months at a dissolution rate of 4.8 nm day−1 in 1×
PBS (pH 7.4) at 37 °C. By comparison, films of PLGA formed
by spin-casting (5 μm thick) and those of SiO2 (200 nm thick)
formed by EBPVD allow permeation by bulk diffusion and
transport through defect layers, respectively, within 10 min.
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Figure 4c summarizes the dissolution kinetics of inorganic
insulators in PBS and ACSF at physiological conditions (pH 7.4
at 37 °C).

2.3.2. Organic Insulators. Bioresorbable organic insulators
include polymeric materials, with applications similar to those of
their inorganic counterparts described in the previous
subsection. Many papers report on various such materials for
nonelectronic applications, in areas such as wound closure,134

drug release/delivery,135 temporary mechanical stents,32 and
tissue engineering.136

Polymers demonstrated to be useful in these contexts include
naturally derived (e.g., silk, cellulose, sodium carboxymethyl-
cellulose (Na-CMC), alginate, starch, chitosan, albumin, gelatin,
keratin, shellac, candelilla wax, galactomannan, carrageenan-
agar, polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB), polyhydroxyvalerate (PHV),
and poly(3-hydroxybutyrateco-3-hydroxyvalerate) (PHBV))
and synthetic materials (e.g., PVA, PLGA, PLA, PCL, poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG), polyethylene glycol diacrylate
(PEGDA), polyglycolic acid (PGA), polyanhydride (PA),
polydopamine (PDA), polybutylene adipate terephthalate
(PBAT), poly(trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC), poly-
(desaminotyrosyl-tyrosine ethyl ester carbonate) (PDTEC),
poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS), and poly(octamethylene mal-
eate (anhydride) citrate) (POMaC), pluronic). Chemistries for
bioresorption follow four main mechanisms (Figure 5). (I)
Dissolution: solvated polymer chains interact with water. (II)
Enzymatic reaction: enzyme-catalyzed depolymerization. (III)
Hydrolysis: water-induced depolymerization. (IV) Oxidative
reaction: reactive oxygen (or nitrogen) species (ROS)-induced
depolymerization.

Most commonly, bioresorbable polymers in film form
undergo degradation in a two-step process that begins with
diffusion of water into the polymer network followed by
mechanism (I) (Figure 5a) of the swollen polymer by some
combination of mechanisms (II), (III), and/or (IV) above.
Typical natural polymers degrade via enzymatic reactions
(Figure 5b), owing to the stability of their backbone
structure.137 Adsorbed enzymes on the surfaces of such
polymers create an enzyme−substrate complex, capable of
cleavage of the polymer chains as biological catalysts. The
reaction products diffuse in the body through processes of
bioaccumulation and mineralization. Natural silk is a repre-
sentative example of a protein that degrades enzymatically, used

Figure 4. Plots of the rates of dissolution of inorganic (a) conductors,
(b) semiconductors, and (c) insulators for bioresorbable electronic
devices. These data result from tests that involve immersion in
simulated body fluid (SBF), PBS, bovine serum, or ACSF at a pH of 7.4
and a temperature of 37 °C. Doping concentration of Si: 1020 cm−3 for
P-doped Si and B-doped Si; data not available for poly-Si and a-Si.

Figure 5. Schematic illustrations of representative mechanisms for in vivo degradation of bioresorbable polymers. (a) Dissolution: (i) diffusion of
biofluid (mostly water molecules) into a solid polymer material, (ii) formation of a swollen state, (iii) desorption of the chains, and (iv) dispersion of
solvated chains into a biofluid. (b) Enzymatic reaction: reaction with enzymes in surrounding biofluids leads to chemical cleavage of bonds in a
polymer chain. (c) Hydrolysis: reaction with surrounding water molecules leads to chemical cleavage of bonds in a polymer chain. (d) Oxidative
reaction: reactive oxygen species along with free radicals released by inflammatory cells cause depolymerization. Each asterisk (*, marked in red)
represents hydrolyzable, enzymatic, or oxidative bonds.
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as a substrate in early work on bioresorbable elec-
tronics.10,71,86,138,139 One report describes that in vitro
degradation of silk films (60 μm thick) occurs completely
within 4 weeks of dissolution in PBS with protease at 37 °C.71

Studies of the degradation of silk gel implants in rat models
indicate a gradual decrease in the volume over 18 days (Figure
3c).130 An attractive feature of silk is that its rate of dissolution
depends strongly on the degree of crystallization of hydrophobic
domains via β sheet formation.140 In a highly crystalline state,
the rates are slow, but silk in this form tends to be brittle and
difficult to handle. In a largely amorphous state, the silk is
flexible, but incompatible with aqueous processing steps due to a
fast degradation rate.
Bioresorbable synthetic polymers degrade mainly via

hydrolysis (Figure 5c).137 In hydrolytic degradation, water
molecules cleave hydrolyzable linkages (e.g., ester, carbonate,
anhydride, amide bonds) in the polymer chain, generating
oligomers or monomers that can be absorbed in the body.32

Synthetic polymers undergo this form of degradation by bulk
and/or surface erosion.141 Rates of bond cleavage and diffusion
of water or enzymes into the materials determine the relative
contributions of these two modes.32,142 In the bulk case, these
species diffuse into the material and simultaneously produce
degradation products (i.e., oligomers with hydroxyl and
carboxylic acid groups) that gradually accumulate within the
polymer. Subsequently, an autocatalytic reaction where
accumulated degradation products act as a catalyst for
continuous degradation leads to a decrease in the weight of
polymers. In some cases, this process contributes to the
disintegration of the structure, generating polymer debris, and
an overall nonlinear rate of loss of mass/volume. Swelling is
another associated consequence of bulk erosion, which can
result in fracture of supported bioresorbable electronic materials
and components prior to disintegration of the polymer.143,144

This phenomenon can lead to failure of device performance,
prior to dissolution of the constituent materials.145 By contrast,
the surface erosion case involves hydrolysis only on the surface.
The degradation products diffuse away from the polymer matrix
without autocatalytic effects, resulting in a linear loss in mass/
volume over time. Strategies for tuning the rate of bioresorption
of synthetic polymers include modulation of chemical and
physical properties (e.g., composition, molecular weight,
crystallinity, and hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity), blending,
copolymerization, and surface modification. Typically, increas-
ing the crystallinity, molecular weight or hydrophobicity reduces
the rates.32

For PLA, PGA, PCL, PA, and copolymers (e.g., PLGA), the
major degradation products via hydrolysis are small molecules of
lactic acid, glycolic acid, and 6-hydroxyhexanoic acid.137,146

These species can enter the tricarboxylic-acid cycle and can be
eventually eliminated from the body as carbon dioxide and
water. As an example, the composition of lactic and glycolic acid
(i.e., lactic acid:glycolic acid; 75:25, 65:35, and 50:50 etc.) in the
PLGA (undergoing hydrolytic bulk erosion) determines the
rates of degradation. Increasing the ratio of lactic acid
(hydrophobic unit) to glycolic acid (hydrophilic unit) reduces
the rates of dissolution at physiological conditions (PBS; pH 7.4
at 37 °C); 75:25, 65:35, and 50:50 exhibit complete mass loss in
50, 40, and 30 days, respectively (Figure 3d).81,82,131

As with inorganic insulators, these and related organic
alternatives can be valuable as encapsulating layers. Character-
istics relevant to such applications are densities of surface
defects, levels of hydrophobicity, rates of permeation of water,

and water-induced swelling. Wax derived from natural sources
(e.g., soybeans, myrica cerifera, candelilla shrubs) are of interest
because of their exceptionally low water permeability, low
swelling ratio, and bioresorbability (decreases in thickness by 28
± 4 μm for 3 months in vivo). Brittle mechanical properties may
represent drawbacks in certain instances. Soft, flexible materials
such as poly(1,8-octanediol-co-citrate) (POC) avoid this
limitation, as demonstrated in bioresorbable sensors and
microfluidic coolers that can stretch to tensile strains up to
40%. These materials lose 20% of their original weight over 21
days in Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS; pH 7.4)
at 37 °C.11,85,147 PA-based polymers also provide stable
mechanical properties in flexible systems, with Young’s moduli
of 1−6 MPa.80 Hydrolysis of the anhydride group generates
carboxylic acid. One example describes rapid dissolution of thin
PA film as a substrate (124 μm thick) in ambient air with
sufficient humidity (Figure 3e).4 Hydrolysis depends on the
ratio of degradable monomer (i.e., anhydride) and the level of
humidity. Adding a hydrophobic monomer such as 1,4-
butanedithiol during polymerization can impart an intrinsic
hydrophobic character to the PA-based materials.80 The
dissolution rate for hydrophobic PA at physiological conditions
(PBS; pH 7.4 at 37 °C) is 10−15 times slower than the PA
mentioned earlier. The linear, continuous decrease in thickness
(1.3 μm day−1) suggests that PA undergoes hydrolytic surface
erosion.

In addition to hydrolysis, oxidation can represent a bio-
logically relevant degradationmechanism (Figure 5d). Activated
inflammatory cells such as macrophages and neutrophils release
free radicals in the form of ROS that can initiate the
depolymerization of polymers.148 Degradable moieties for
oxidative degradation include ethers, alcohols, aldehydes,
amines, and carbons substituted by an aliphatic chain, aromatic
cycle, or allylic carbons. PVA can serve as a bioresorbable
substrate with rapid dissolution rate (<30 min) (Figure 3f).132

Upon implantation, biofluids permeate into the polymer
network, and then the PVA undergoes a cascade of reactions
beginning with swelling and iterative oxidation by microbial,
enzymatic hydrolysis by hydrolase (e.g., aldolase and β-
diketone), eventually forming simple byproducts (i.e., acetic
acid). The rate of dissolution depends on the degree of cross-
linking and molecular weight. Increasing the molecular weight
decreases the solubility due to inter- and intramolecular
hydrogen bonds that form between the hydroxyl groups of the
PVA molecules.

3. BIORESORBABLE DEVICES AND COMPONENTS
The materials described in section 2 can be combined into wide
ranging classes of bioresorbable electronic components and
sensors. This section highlights different categories of such
devices, their operating principles and performance; examples
include transistors, diodes, antennas, inductor-capacitor (LC)
circuits, and different types of sensors (e.g., physical, chemical,
and optical).
3.1. Bioresorbable Transistors

3.1.1. Inorganic Transistors. As a key active component in
all modern electronics, MOSFET serves as the foundation for
the digital age. A MOSFET comprises three terminals: an
insulated gate (G), a source (S), and a drain (D). A voltage
applied to the gate creates an electric field across an underlying
oxide layer. This field accumulates charge carriers in an adjacent
semiconductor layer to establish a conductive path between the
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source and drain. This field-induced switching serves as the basis
for amplifying and routing electronic signals. Collections of
MOSFETs form the basis of microprocessors, memories, radios,
and many other functional building blocks, providing functions
to implement logic gates and data storage for diverse
applications of integrated circuits (ICs).

Such devices can be constructed from the bioresorbable
materials described in section 2, in geometries that support
functions over relevant timeframes. A first attempt describes
integration of ultrathin, flexible silicon-based n-channel
MOSFETs on biodegradable substrates of silk fibroin (Figure
6a).10 The transistors in this case involve Si NMs on thin, flexible

Figure 6. Representative examples of bioresorbable inorganic transistors and their electrical performance. (a) Left: Image of an array of Si MOSFETs
on a silk substrate in the process of water dissolution. Middle-left: Optical micrograph of Si transistor on carrier wafer (top) and silk film (bottom).
Middle-right: I−V characteristics at different gate bias voltages. Right: Transfer curves before (solid line) and after (dotted line) dissolution.10

Reproduced with permission from ref 10. Copyright 2009 American Institute of Physics publishing. (b) Left: Image of an array of ZnO TFTs on a silk
substrate. Middle-left: Optical micrograph of the TFT with Mg as source, drain, and gate electrodes, ZnO as active layer, and MgO as gate dielectric.
Middle-right: I−V characteristics of a ZnO TFT at different gate bias voltages. Right: Transfer curves at a drain voltage of 0.1 V.86 Reproduced with
permission from ref 86. Copyright 2012 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Left: Image of an array of Si p-channel MOSFETs
withMg as source, drain, gate electrodes, Si NM as active layer, andMgO as gate dielectric; magnified view of one device (inset). Middle-left: Image of
a logic gate (inverter) composed of n-channel MOSFETs, with Mg as interconnects, Au as source, drain, and gate electrodes (top), in a circuit
configuration in the diagram (bottom). Middle-right: I−V characteristics of a n-channel MOSFET. Right: Transfer characteristics of the p-channel
inverter.98 Reproduced with permission from ref 98. Copyright 2013Wiley-VCH. (d) Left: Image of an array of Si CMOS inverters on a PLA substrate.
Middle-left: Magnified view and optical micrograph (inset) of CMOS inverters on PLGA coated paper. Middle-right: I−V characteristics of the n-
channel MOSFET. Right: Transfer characteristics of the CMOS inverter.145,152 Reproduced with permission from ref 145. Copyright 2014 Wiley-
VCH. (e) Left: Image of foundry fabricated chips, including capacitors, and p-channel and n-channel transistors on 6 in. Si wafer, with inset showing
magnified view of a releasable configuration. Middle-left: Exploded view of device arrays after undercut release. Middle-right: I−V characteristics of the
CMOS at different gate bias voltages. Right: Transfer characteristics of the CMOS inverter.154 Reproduced with permission from ref 154. Copyright
2017 United States National Academy of Sciences.
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polyimide substrates, subsequently transfer printed to free-
standing films of silk, to yield partially bioresorbable systems.
The silk substrate not only permits rapid dissolution in water as a
result of proteolytic activity,149 but also supports mechanical
flexibility as a platform for high performance Si NM-based
devices. Electrical properties extracted from measurements on
these devices (e.g., current−voltage [I−V] and transfer curves)
reveal properties comparable to those formed with similar
designs on silicon wafers: the mobilities, threshold voltages, and
on/off ratios of ∼500 cm2 V−1 s−1, ∼0.2 V, and >104. These
properties remain unchanged even after dissolution of the silk
(Figure 6a).
Extensions of this work reveal that both the Si NM and the

SiO2 thin films used in these devices are themselves soluble by
hydrolysis over relevant time scales (days to weeks) in water and
biofluids with biocompatible end products, as described in the
section 2.86 This realization forms the basis for the development
of a broad range of NM-based electronic components, including
p-channel MOSFETs formed with Si NMs as the semi-
conductors, SiO2 as the gate dielectrics, Mg as the electrodes,
with MgO for encapsulation on substrates of crystallized silk
(Figure 6b). Logic gates (e.g., inverters) and more complex
circuits can be formed using such types of n-channel MOSFETs,
with saturation and linear regime carrier mobilities of 560 cm2

V−1 s−1 and 660 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively, on/off ratios of >105,
and threshold voltages of 0.1 V (Figure 6b). Other materials can

be used in these and related devices that combine Si NMs with
electrodes (e.g., Mg, Fe, Mo), gate dielectrics (e.g., spin-on glass
[SOG], SiNx), and substrates (e.g., Mo, Fe, W, Zn
foils).8,38,125−127,150 As an alternative to Si NMs, TFTs
constructed with sputtered layers of ZnO as the semiconductor,
Mg as electrodes and interconnects, MgO as gate and interlayer
dielectrics, and silk as substrates and encapsulants (Figure 6c)
are also possible.98 Compared to Si NMs, thin films of ZnO offer
unique properties such as transparency in the visible spectrum,
piezoelectric responses, and direct bandgap behavior. The
electron mobility, threshold voltage, and on/off ratio of
transistors formed in this way are ∼0.95 cm2 V−1 s−1, ∼1 V,
and >103, respectively (Figure 6c). Other inorganic semi-
conductors, such as IGZO and Al: ZnO can also be used in
bioresorbable transistors.4,151

Polymer alternatives to silk fibroin, described in section 2, can
also serve as substrates for transistors and other components.
Demonstrations include arrays of Si NM transistors on PLGA,
PLA, PCL, rice paper, and levan polysaccharide (Figure
6d).145,152 As before, these devices exhibit excellent perform-
ance: mobilities and on/off ratios of ∼400−500 cm2 V−1 s−1 and
∼105, respectively; complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) inverters with gains of ∼80 and threshold voltages of
∼−1 V (Figure 6d). Other natural and synthetic biodegradable
materials such as wood-derived cellulose nanofibril (CNF) and
hydrolytically liable polyanhydride can also be considered.4,153

Figure 7. Representative examples of biodegradable organic transistors and their electrical performance. (a) Left: Schematic illustration of a
semiconducting DDFTTF-based TFT on a PLGA substrate. Middle: I−V characteristics of the transistor with cross-linked PVA dielectrics. Right:
Transfer curves of the transistor with cross-linked PVA dielectrics.75 Reproduced with permission from ref 75. Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH. (b) Left:
Exploded view of PDPP−PD polymer transistors on a cellulose film substrate. Middle-left: I−V characteristics of PDPP−PD transistors. Middle-right:
Transfer curves of PDPP−PD transistors. Right: Transfer characteristics of the PDPP−PD CMOS inverter in a circuit configuration in the diagram
(inset).74 Reproduced with permission from ref 74. Copyright 2017 United States National Academy of Sciences. (c) Left: Image of an ambipolar
indigo transistor on shellac resin substrate. Middle: I−V characteristics of the n-channel OFET. Right: Transfer characteristics of the OFET.107

Reproduced with permission from ref 107. Copyright 2012 Wiley-VCH.
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The use of bioresorbable elastomers, such as POC, enable
mechanical stretchability, often of interest in systems that
require interfaces to soft tissues.147 Specifically, patterning Si
NM transistors into small regions and interconnecting them by
planar serpentine and/or noncoplanar buckled electrical traces
supports stable operation even under large uniaxial tensile
strains (∼30%).
Similar types of Si NM transistors can be formed in foundry-

compatible processes, as a step toward a scalable, manufactur-
able technology that leverages many aspects of the infrastructure
associated with the semiconductor industry.154 Here, p-channel
and n-channel MOSFETs, inverters, and logic gates and others
can be fabricated on standard silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers
using common IC processes with certain materials substitutions
(e.g.,W for Cu) and configured to allow release, transfer printing
and interconnection on bioresorbable substrates, such as those
formed by PLGA (Figure 6e). Electrical measurements indicate
expected characteristics for n-channel MOSFETs, including
mobilities of ∼610−680 cm2 V−1 s−1, threshold voltages of ∼1.2
V, and on/off ratios of ∼108. Interconnection of these
transferred components is possible through photolithographic
processing, provided that aqueous steps involve short times of
immersion and/or protective layers to prevent unwanted

dissolution of the constituent materials. Descriptions of
complementary methods appear in section 5.
3.1.2. Organic Transistors. Organic and polymeric

materials can also serve as the basis for diverse types of
bioresorbable electronic devices. Despite relatively poor
electrical properties by comparison to inorganic alternatives,
organic materials are attractive for their mechanical properties,
their solution processability, and their chemical diversity.155

Some of the earliest work describes the ability to form partially
bioresorbable thin-film OFETs using a conjugated small-
molecule, DDFTTF, as a p-channel semiconductor.75 In
example devices, Au, Ag, and PVA form the gate electrode,
source/drain electrodes, and the gate dielectric, respectively. A
film of PLGA serves as a substrate (Figure 7a). Depending on
themethods for processing the PVA dielectric (either non-cross-
linked or photo-cross-linked), these DDFTTF-based transistors
exhibit mobilities between ∼0.06 and 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1, threshold
voltages between ∼−15.4 to −18.9 V, and on/off ratios between
∼3.2 and 5.5. Although neither the DDFTTF nor the Au/Ag
electrodes are bioresorbable, these components correspond to
less than 0.1% of the total mass of the device and they are all
biocompatible.

A recent demonstration of fully biocompatible and disintegr-
able OFET involves a pseudo-CMOS inverter (Figure 7b).74

Figure 8. Representative examples of bioresorbable diodes and their electrical performance. (a) Left: Image of an array of Si NM pn diodes with
serpentine Mg resistors on a silk substrate. Right: I−V characteristics of the diodes connected to three different resistors.86 Reproduced with
permission from ref 86. Copyright 2012 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (b) Left: Schematic illustration of Si NM PIN diode
(rectifiers) with Mg electrodes on a silk substrate. Right: I−V characteristics of a diode with an image of the device (inset).126 Reproduced with
permission from ref 126. Copyright 2013 Wiley-VCH. (c) Left: Exploded view of a Si NM pn diode fabricated by laser ablation on a PLA substrate.
Right: I−V characteristics of a laser-fabricated diode compared with that of a photolithography-fabricated diode in linear and log scale.157 Reproduced
with permission from ref 157. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature. (d) Left: Image of an array of IGZO Schottky diodes on a polyanhydride substrate
(left) and magnified view of one diode (right). Right: I−V characteristics of an IGZO diode showing transience in moisture.4 Reproduced with
permission from ref 4. Copyright 2017 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (e) Left: image of a Si photodiode on a
nonbiodegradable PET substrate. Right: Steady-state photovoltage versus light intensity for various types of Si pn junctions.159 Reproduced with
permission from ref 159. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature. (f) Left: Exploded view of a ZnO light-emitting diode (LED). Illustration of active
components around transparent Mo window (bottom inset). Images of LEDs at on/off states (top inset). Right: Optical power density−current−
voltage (L−I−V) curve of the ZnO LED.17 Reproduced with permission from ref 17. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH.
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Specifically, a conjugated, p-type semiconducting polymer,
PDPP−PD, imparts both high FET carrier mobility (∼0.1−1
cm2 V−1 s−1) and decomposability in acidic environments (pH
4.6) and selected solvents (e.g., chloroform, THF). Fe serves as
the gate and source/drain electrodes in devices that show hole
mobilities of ∼0.12 cm2 V−1 s−1 with on/off ratio >104 (Figure
7b). Directly fabricated on a cellulose film substrate, PDPP−PD
based pseudo-D inverters have rail-to-rail output with sharp
switching at Vdd = 1.9 V and large noise margins, comparable to
those of conventional organic and CNT-based logic gates.
Interesting parallel efforts are in nature or food-derived

organic materials for OFETs, including PBAT and hard gelatin
capsules for substrates, with glucose, sucrose, lactose, adenine, or
guanine for dielectrics, and perylene diimide, β-carotene, vat
orange 3, vat yellow 1, or indigo as organic semiconductors.156

Such materials can be combined to yield fully bioresorbable and
even edible devices, yet their electrical properties are far from
ideal, with OFET carrier mobilities in the range of ∼10−4 to 10−2

cm2 V−1 s−1. Subsequent results demonstrate that indigo, a
highly planar but small cross-conjugated π-electron system with
ambipolar charge transport characteristics and a bandgap of 1.7
eV, can yield transistors with mobilities of 10−2 cm2 V−1 s−1 for
both types of carriers (Figure 7c)107 with threshold voltages of
−1.5 to −3 V for p-channel and 4.5 to 7 V for n-channel
transistors. Inverters show gains of ∼105−110.
3.2. Bioresorbable Diodes

Diodes, passive two-terminal devices that only allow current to
pass in one direction, can also be built in bioresorbable forms
using similar materials. p−n diodes result from formation of

Figure 9. Representative examples of bioresorbable antenna and inductor-capacitor (LC) oscillators. (a) Left: Image of a Mg metamaterial rf antenna.
Right: Resonant responses of the antenna before and after implantation.86 Reproduced with permission from ref 86. Copyright 2012 American
Association for the Advancement of Science. (b) Left: Image of a Mg antenna on a silk substrate in the process of water dissolution. Right: Measured
reflection coefficient of Mg antenna operating at 950 MHz and 2.4 GHz.126 Reproduced with permission from ref 126. Copyright 2013 Wiley-VCH.
(c) Left: Image of a Mg inductor designed to transform in function via dissolution of Mg traces; magnified views of the devices at different dissolution
stages. Right: Measured changes in phase response at the respective stages.150 Reproduced with permission from ref 150. Copyright 2014Wiley-VCH.
(d) Left: Image of an antenna made of Au trace (200 nm thick) on a sugar paste substrate. Right: Output and input AC voltage when the antenna is
wireless coupled to a signal generator.162 Reproduced with permission from ref 162. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (e) Left: Image of an LC oscillator
fabricated with Mg electrodes and MgO dielectrics on a silk substrate. Right: Measured scattering parameter (S21) of the inductor, capacitor, and LC
oscillator in 0−3 GHz.86 Reproduced with permission from ref 86. Copyright 2012 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (f) Left:
Schematic illustration of a wireless LC resonance sensor for pressure measurement. Right: Measured shifts of resonance peak in Re Z as a function of
pressure.167 Reproduced with permission from ref 167. Copyright 2020 Wiley-VCH. (g) Left: Schematic illustration of an LC oscillator that can be
fabricated via one step to form a bilayer inductive coil. Right: Simulated resonate behavior (S11) of two different designs.26 Reproduced with
permission from ref 26. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature. (h) Left: Exploded view of an LC circuit formed by Mg inductors/capacitor electrodes and
PDTEC spacer/substrate for pressure sensing. Right: Real part of the impedance (Re Z) spectrum measured at different reading distance.169

Reproduced with permission from ref 169. Copyright 2020 Wiley-VCH.
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junctions between p-type and n-type semiconductors, where
mismatch of their electrical potential (i.e., built-in potential) at
the boundary only allows for electrons to flow from the n-type
side to the p-type side upon application of a voltage (i.e., forward
bias) above a threshold.
Si NM-based diodes can be achieved by patterning the

introduction of p- and n-type dopants, such as those described in
the previous section, into the crystal lattice. One example uses
p−n junctions of this type with Mg electrodes on silk substrates
(Figure 8a).86 The I−V characteristics indicate forward
threshold voltages (∼0.5−0.6 V) and other properties
consistent with conventional diodes formed on silicon wafers.
Doping configurations that involve an intrinsic region between
the n and p doped regions lead to PIN diodes, as demonstrated
in silicon-based rectifiers for radio frequency wireless power
transfer (Figure 8b).126 The I−V characteristics are as expected,
with turn-on voltages of ∼0.7 V, forward currents of ∼1.5 mA at
1 V, and rectifying responses up to the GHz frequency range,
when fabricated using modified versions of techniques
developed for the semiconductor industry. Laser ablation
approaches are also possible options for bioresorbable Si diodes
(Figure 8c),157 as described in section 5, but with some decrease
in performance.
Additional classes of diodes, known as Schottky diodes, form

at the junction between a semiconductor and a metal, to yield
lower forward voltages and faster switching speeds than in many
p−n or PIN devices. One example uses IGZO, Ni, and Al as
semiconductor, Schottky contact, and ohmic contact, respec-
tively,4 on a polyanhydride substrate as shown in Figure 8d.
Hydrolysis of the polyanhydride substrate in the presence of
moisture generates corrosive organic acids, to trigger degrada-
tion processes for materials that are not bioresorbable under
physiological conditions. These Schottky diodes show expected
rectifying characteristics, and time scales for partial dissolution
in the range of ∼100 h under a humidity of 75%. Related types of
partially bioresorbable devices use gallium arsenide (GaAs) and
Ti/Pt/Au on CNF paper substrates.153 Bioresorbable diodes
can also be formed with organic materials. As a specific example,
ionic diodes composed of cationic (n-type) and anionic (p-type)
cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs)-agarose gels demonstrate good
rectification behavior from a fixed junction in between.158

p−n or PIN junctions designed to optimize their sensitivity to
light can be used as photodiodes. Examples include the use of Si
NM-based devices for image capture and spectroscopic
characterization.36,86 Additional opportunities are in litho-
graphically defined silicon structures in photodiodes for neural
modulation,159 where laser irradiation can generate photovoltaic
responses to regulate neural activity (Figure 8e). Forming such
devices in partially bioresorbable forms on polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) substrates supports extended lifetimes for
in vivo studies. Use of PLLA−PTMC substrates allows for
complete bioresorption.
Light emitting devices represent additional uses of bioresorb-

able diodes, of relevance in biomarker tracking, optogenetics,
photodynamic therapies, and others. Organic LEDs that exploit
derivatives of the vitamin riboflavin, namely riboflavin
tetrabutyrate, as emissive layers, ITO/PEDOT:poly(styrene
sulfonate) (PSS) as electrodes, and glass as substrates are of
interest as partially bioresorbable devices with the ability to
reach maximum luminance of 10 cd m−2 and external quantum
efficiencies (EQE) of 0.02%.160 Fully bioresorbable inorganic
LEDs can be constructed using the direct bandgap semi-
conductor ZnO, with Mo as electrodes, and Si as a substrate.17

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) facilitates the growth of high-
quality ZnO with both near-band-edge and defect emission,
suitable for use in white LEDs (forward threshold = 5 V, Figure
8f). Bioresorbable filters based on Fabry−Perot cavities can be
added to these devices as the basis of red, green and blue LEDs.
3.3. Bioresorbable Antennas and Inductor−Capacitor (LC)
Circuits

3.3.1. Antennas. Antennas are among the most important,
yet the simplest, components in radiofrequency (RF) systems.
Such antennas effectively convert electrical signals into radio
waves (and vice versa) for wireless communications and power
transfer. Initial reports describe Mg-based devices on silk
substrates for wireless powering and sensing,86,126,150 as shown
in Figure 9a for the case of a metamaterial RF antenna as a signal
transducer.86 A bioresorbable wideband dipole antenna that
operates at ∼2.4 GHz and ∼950 MHz enables operation (with
distance >2 m) of a red LED via harvesting of power from an
external RF transmitter (Figure 9b).150 Dissolution of local
interconnects in an antenna can further trigger functional
transformation in the form of shifts in resonant frequency (from
206 MHz at stage 0, to 196 MHz at stage 1, to 159 MHz at stage
2), as a physically tunable system (Figure 9c).150 In addition to
Mg on silk,139 a range of other materials and designs are possible
for fully or partially bioresorbable systems, including Mo on
PLGA161 and Cu on polyanhydride.4 Another interesting
example involves Au traces on a sugar paste substrate162 (Figure
9d). Integration of these and related types of antennas with other
components serve as the basis for a broad scope of wireless
devices, including those for drug delivery, therapeutic
stimulation, and others, as described in subsequent sections.163

3.3.2. LC Circuits.An LC circuit combines an inductor and a
capacitor to yield an oscillator with resonant frequency ( f)
determined by the inductance (L) and capacitance (C)
according to

Changes in either of these parameters (L orC) induce shifts in
the resonant frequency, in ways that can be detected remotely in
a passive wireless fashion. Figure 9e illustrates examples that use
Mg inductive coils and capacitors formed by Mg electrodes and
MgO dielectrics on silk substrates,86 with operating frequencies
up to ∼3 GHz. Miniaturized LC resonators can also be
constructed with other bioresorbable metals (e.g., Mg, Fe, Zn,
and Mg and Fe alloys) and with various polymers (e.g., PLLA−
PPy and PCL−PPy).164 In two relevant examples, Zn or Zn/Fe
bilayer conductors165,166 patterned on PLLA or PLGA
substrates provide the basis for both inductive coils and
capacitor electrodes. Here, a folding technique with a PCL
spacer as an adhesive defines the capacitor to complete the LC
circuit, with a resonant frequency in the range of tens of MHz.
The Fe stimulates galvanic corrosion of Zn in saline environ-
ments, to accelerate the process of bioresorption. In related
work, LC circuits as pressure sensors utilize capacitors formed
by lamination of twoMg-coated films of PDTECwith a spacer of
PDTEC and an adhesive of PCL (Figure 9f).167 A more
sophisticated design approach involves Mg bilayer coils
insulated by a layer of PLLA (2 inductors), Mg electrodes that
sandwich a PGS dielectric layer molded into microstructured
arrays of pyramids as the pressure sensing component (2
capacitors connected in parallel), and 10 μm thick layers of
POMaC and PHB/PHV as the packaging.26 Different choices of
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designs in the Mg coils lead to a range of resonant behaviors
(Figure 9g), demonstrated useful for sensing of arterial blood
flow, but with fast rates of dissolution that support stable
operation for only a few minutes in vivo.
Advanced encapsulation strategies can extend the lifetimes of

bioresorbable LC circuits, and other systems, for practical use.
Bioresorbable wax, as described in section 2, can serve as an
effective barrier to biofluids, for stable operation over periods of
several days or longer. One example reports minimal drift in
baseline or sensitivity in an LC circuit for temperature sensing,
over ∼4−6 days,168 followed by rapid dissolution of constituent
materials. Here, Mg forms the inductive coil and electrodes of
the capacitor, and PEG serves as the dielectric. Another device
integrates a barrier of Si3N4 (2 μm thick) over a Zn flexible
electrode for a capacitive LC pressure sensor.169 Hysteresis-free
responses to applied pressure are possible via measurements of
shifts in resonant frequency in the range of ∼100−300 MHz
(Figure 9h).168 Additional details related to the sensing
performance, as well as their biomedical applications appear in
following subsections.
3.4. Bioresorbable Sensors

Combining the electronic components described in the previous
subsections with bioresorbable sensors leads to vast oppor-
tunities in temporary implants of various types, designed to

monitor natural body processes of interest, and then to simply
disappear without adverse effects. This subsection discusses
sensors that operate on physical, chemical, and optical
principles.
3.4.1. Physical Sensors. Perhaps the simplest physical

sensors are strain gauges, in the form of devices with resistances
that change with applied strain. Metal traces, often in serpentine
geometries, on deformable substrates represent a primitive but
widely used example, usually formed by some combination of
cleanroom processing approaches or by advanced methods
described subsequently such as in the laser sintering of Zn
nanoparticle (NP) suspensions to define traces of Zn on a Na-
CMC substrate.170 The high crystallinity of the Zn formed in
this way imparts high conductivity (∼1.124 × 106 S m−1) and
sensitivity to strain in the reported bioresorabable strain gauge
comparable to those in most conventional devices (Figure 10a).

Semiconductor materials offer enhanced levels of perform-
ance in strain sensing through the piezoresistive effect, as
demonstrated in devices formed with Si NMs. In one case,9 a Si
NM in a serpentine shape defines a strain gauge on the edge of a
membrane that forms an air cavity (30−40 μm deep) defined by
an etched feature of relief on a substrate of nanoporous Si.
Deflection of the membrane due to changes in pressure (Figure
10b) can be determined through changes in resistance of the

Figure 10. Representative examples of bioresorbable physical sensors (strain and pressure). (a) Left: Schematic illustration of strain measurements of
laser printed resistive Zn strain gauges on Na-CMC substrate subjected to stretch or deflection. Right: Response of the resistive strain gauge under
deflection (as shown in inset).170 Reproduced with permission from ref 170. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (b) Left: Schematic illustration of a Si NM
piezoresistive pressure sensor. Right: Calibration curve of the Si NM piezoresistive sensor.9 Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2016
Springer Nature. (c) Left: Schematic illustration of a PLLA piezoelectric pressure sensor. Right: Calibration curve of the PLLA piezoelectric pressure
sensor.174 Reproduced with permission from ref 174. Copyright 2018 United States National Academy of Sciences. (d) Left: Exploded view of a PLA-
chitosan based triboelectric pressure sensor. Right: Calibration curve of the triboelectric pressure sensor.178 Reproduced with permission from ref 178.
Copyright 2021 Wiley-VCH. (e) Left: Exploded view of a multifunctional capacitive strain and pressure sensor based on bioresorbable polymers
POMaC, PGS, PLLA as packaging/dielectrics, andMg as electrodes. Right: Response curves for strain (left) and pressure (right) under cyclic loading,
respectively.181 Reproduced with permission from ref 181. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature.
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strain gauge. This same type of sensing principle provides the
basis for other device platforms for pressure monitoring.21,171

Piezoelectric materials provide additional opportunities. For
example, PLLA exhibits shear piezoelectricity that arises from its
C�O side chains.172 The low dielectric constant, combined
with a piezoelectric response (∼5−12 pCN1−), enables efficient
modes for physical sensing, as well as for energy conversion, with
performance comparable to that of nonbioresorbable piezo-
electric polymers, such as polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF).173

Sandwiching a thin sheet of PLLA (20 μm thick) betweenMo or
Mg electrodes yields a flexible and fully bioresorbable pressure/
force sensor.174 An integrated charge amplifier circuit converts
the response into a voltage for data capture (Figure 10c).
Advanced versions use electrospinning to form PLLA nanofibers
with high crystallinity (70−88%), to reach piezoelectric
constants of ∼19 pC N1−.175 Other options include blends of
piezoelectric β-phase glycine (d16 = 174 pm V−1) and
chitosan.176 Sensors fabricated with this material offer high
sensitivity to pressure (∼2.82 mV kPa−1), good tolerance to
cyclic loading (∼9000 cycles), and device-level bioresorbability
when integrated with Mg electrodes.

Other mechanisms for pressure sensing include the tribo-
electric effect, achieved with bioresorbable materials. A basic
device contains a pair of electrodes (Mg or Fe) and a
triboelectric material (PLA−chitosan or PLA−chitosan−
sodium alginate).177,178 An air gap separates the triboelectric
layer and one of the two electrodes. Contact between them
generates static polarized charges due to contact electrification.
Separation of these two materials by a mechanical force
generates a potential drop. This mechanism converts pressure
changes into electrical signals. Nanopatterning the surface of the
PLA−chitosan triboelectric layer increases the surface area,
leading to improved sensitivity (∼11−22.61 mV mmHg−1),
service efficiency (5.95%), and durability (>450 000 cycles)
(Figure 10d).

Related changes in capacitance can be measured directly, in
structures that do not require contact electrification. As a specific
example, an elastomeric dielectric of PGS patterned into a 2D
array of square pyramids placed between Fe−Mg electrodes
defines a collection of air gaps that can be compressed by applied
pressure. Encapsulation in PHB/PHV yields a bioresorbable
device for capacitive pressure monitoring, with a focus on
measurements of pulse wave velocity at the surface of an

Figure 11. Representative examples of bioresorbable physical sensors (temperature, flow, and biopotential). (a) Left: Image of Mg based resistive
temperature sensor with Peano fractal shaped interconnects on a PBAT substrate. Right: Calibration curve of the resistive temperature sensor.182 Scale
bar: 1 mm. Reproduced with permission from ref 182. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (b) Left: Schematic illustration of an LC capacitive temperature
sensor with PEG dielectric. Right: Calibration curve of the capacitive temperature sensor.168 Reproduced with permission from ref 168. Copyright
2020 Wiley-VCH. (c) Left: Schematic illustration of a Si NM temperature sensor. Middle-left: magnified view of a dense serpentine Si NM structure
for thermally induced resistive response. Middle-right: The difference in temperature measured by two separate Si-NM temperature sensors with a Si-
NM element for Joule heating placed in between, allowing assessment of flow rate. Right: Measurements of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of
selected materials. The graph shows time-dependent changes in temperature upon actuation of Joule heating in devices immersed in different liquids.
The coefficients of thermal conductivity (κ, measured through the rate of resistance change) of hexane, toluene, ethylene glycol, and water are 0.12,
0.13, 0.26, and 0.60 W m−1 K−1, respectively.9 Reproduced with permission from ref 9. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (d) Left: Image of a highly
doped Si neural electrode array on a PLGA substrate with magnified view of the electrodes. Middle and Right: Electrochemical impedance spectra,
magnitude (Middle) and phase (Right), measured at four different recording sites in an array configured for ECoG.125 Reproduced with permission
from ref 125. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.
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artery.179 The sensitivity, S (defined as S = δ(ΔC/C0)/δp)
changes from a high value, ∼0.76 kPa−1 in low pressure regime
(p < 2 kPa) to lower magnitude of ∼0.11 kPa−1 at higher
pressure (2 kPa < p < 10 kPa), comparable with that in devices
fabricated using nonbioresorbable counterparts (e.g., dielectric
of microstructured polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS).180 Over-
laying a bioresorbable strain sensor on top of the pressure sensor
imparts an additional modality in physical sensing (Figure
10e).181 One such sensor involves a similar parallel-plate
capacitor design for pressure sensing with a sensitivity
comparable to that of the previous example, namely ∼0.7
kPa−1 in low pressure regime (p < 1 kPa) and 0.13 kPa−1 at
higher pressures (5 kPa < p < 10 kPa). The sensor exploits thin
film comb-shaped Mg electrodes, configured against each other,
resulting in a uniaxial strain that is also measurable via variation
in relative capacitance (ΔC/C0). The reported sensitivity is
∼50% for an applied strain of ∼15% with good linearity and
durability (>20 000 cycles).
section 3.3.2 reviews examples of LC circuit-based pressure

sensors that rely on the deflection of flexible diaphragm
electrodes to induce changes of capacitance and thus shifts in
resonant frequency. The performance of these systems depends
on the details of their construction.Microfabricated sensors with
Zn (or Zn/Fe bilayer) for L and C components embedded in
PLGA show sensitivities of ∼40 kHz kPa−1 in air and saline

solution, within the range of 0−30 kPa and with a baseline of
∼30−50 MHz.165,166 Miniaturized pressure sensors for arterial
blood flow monitoring exhibit two modes of operation, contact
and noncontact modes, as a result of fringe-field effect in the
capacitor.26 Detailed studies indicate a maximum direct contact
sensitivity (= ΔC/C0) of ∼14% (up to 20 kPa) and a noncontact
sensitivity of ∼7% with a displacement of up to 800 μm) in
response to objects in close proximity. Wax encapsulated LC
pressure sensors support reliable long-term measurements.169

Advanced designs offer sensitivity from 40 kHz mmHg−1 to
∼200 kHz mmHg−1, with a resolution of 1 mmHg.

Temperature represents another important mode in physical
sensing, with broad utility in clinical medicine. Resistive sensing
of temperature is one of the most straightforward approaches,
given that the relationship between resistance and temperature
in most metals is highly linear over a range of relevance for most
applications considered here. One example uses thin layers
Si3N4 and SiO2 (16 μm thick) to encapsulate Mg resistive
sensing elements (10 μm wide, 250 nm thick) in the neutral
mechanical plane, to eliminate changes in resistance that might
otherwise occur due to bending induced strains.182 In this
example, a commercially available, tear resistant bioresorbable
polymer, PBAT encases the device structure to provide
mechanical robustness. The Mg interconnects adopt a Peano
fractal design to confer stretchability (Figure 11a).183 The

Figure 12. Representative examples of bioresorbable chemical sensors. (a) Left: Exploded view of a doped Si NR pH sensor. Right: Measurement of
conductance as a function of surrounding pH for P-doped Si NMs.147 Reproduced with permission from ref 147. Copyright 2015 American Chemical
Society. (b) Left: Schematic illustration of a capacitive humidity/temperature sensor on a shellac substrate, where egg albumin is coated onto
interdigitated electrodes for humidity sensing. Right: Capacitive response of the humidity sensor.192 Reproduced with permission from ref 192.
Copyright 2022Wiley-VCH. (c) Left: Image of an array of multiplexed electrodes for mapping of dopamine concentration, with magnified view of a Si
NM interdigitated electrode (inset). Right: Measured real-time conductance change of the Fe3+_CPPy NP-coated electrode in response to dopamine
input.193 Reproduced with permission from ref 193. Copyright 2018Wiley-VCH. (d) Left: Exploded view of a NO sensor, with poly(eugenol) coated
working electrode on a PLLA−PTMC substrate. Right: Linear sweep voltammetry of the sensor detecting NO in PBS solution.195 Reproduced with
permission from ref 195. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature. (e) Left: Exploded view of a NOx sensor with integrated gas, temperature, and humidity
sensor on a PLGA substrate. Middle: Capacitive response of the humidity sensor. Right: Resistive response of the NO2 sensor.

196 Reproduced with
permission from ref 196. Copyright 2020 Springer Nature.
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resulting device exhibits a linear response over the range of
∼20−50 °C, with a sensitivity of ∼70 Ω K−1, corresponding to
∼0.2% K−1 in relative value, as expected based on the properties
of Mg. Other examples of temperature sensing based on these
mechanisms exploit Zn traces on galactomannanmembranes,184

and Mg traces on PLA substrates, the latter integrated onto a
bioresorbable smart stent.35 In addition to metals, Si based
semiconductor devices can also serve as temperature sensors
based on their nonlinear response to changes in temperature.
One such example involves a Si NM diode, where the forward-
direction voltage drop depends strongly on temperature. When
measured for a given current output, such devices show
sensitivity of ∼−2.23 mV °C −1,86 consistent with the behavior
of conventional, nonbioresorbable devices.185

Another approach to temperature sensing relies on the
variable dielectric properties of insulators used in capacitors, as is
common in nonbioresorbable devices.186−188 An example of a
fully bioresorbable sensor of this type exploits wireless readout
from LC resonant circuit, as introduced previously.168 In that
case, PEG, a bioresorbable polymer that has a strong
temperature dependent dielectric constant near body temper-
ature (∼34−42 °C), serves as the basis for a parallel-plate
capacitor. Changes in temperature cause shifts in the resonant
frequency, which enable sensing with an accuracy of 0.5 °C
(Figure 11b). In vivo experiments in subcutaneous regions and
the intracranial spaces of small animal models validate the
capability of this type of device to track temperature wirelessly in
freely behaving subjects, in real time.
Resistive temperature sensors can also be used as local sources

of thermal power, through processes of Joule heating that follow
from passage of electrical current. Measuring changes in
resistance while operating the device as a Joule heater can
yield information on the thermal transport characteristics of
surrounding materials.189 The dependence of these parameters
on micro- or macroscale flow enables additional sensing
opportunities. A representative study describes a flow sensor
that exploits one Si NM as thermal actuator and two additional
Si NMs, placed before and after the actuator along the flow
direction, as temperature sensors (Figure 11c).9 Upon
generation of heat, the temperature difference between the
sensors quantitatively correlates to flow; time dynamics of the
temperature increase in either sensor translates to the thermal
transport properties of surrounding fluid or tissue, thus yielding
measurements of thermal conductivity or diffusivity (Figure
11c).
Monitoring of biopotentials associated with neural activity or

other biological processes represents a final example of physical
sensing presented in this subsection. As a specific case, short-
term (approximately 1−2 weeks) ambulatory intracranial
electrocorticography (ECoG) recording can help to localize
seizures for surgical resection procedures to treat epilepsy.190

Sensing in these and other instances can be accomplished most
simply by use of conductive electrodes placed at the tissue
interface. A multiplexed, fully bioresorbable system of this type
using Mo electrodes enables high-speed spatiotemporal
mapping of neural activity at the cerebral cortex.125 This passive
array includes 256 independent channels, in a 16 × 16
configuration, with an overall area of 3 cm × 3.5 cm (Figure
11d). Highly doped Si NMs represent additional options for
sensing electrodes, with impedances similar to those possible
with Au. Details related to neural recording appear in section 6.
3.4.2. Chemical Sensors. Quantitative detection of

chemical substances in biological systems is of high interest.

Potentiometric sensors of pH can be constructed using boron-
doped Si nanoribbons (NRs), chemically modified by 3-
aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) for enhanced sensitiv-
ity.147 The resulting surface presents both −NH2 and −SiOH
groups, which undergo protonation to −NH3

+ at low pH and
deprotonation to −SiO− at high pH. Measured changes in
quiescent conductance (I/V) of the functionalized Si NRs in
comparison to a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (nonbioresorb-
able) define the pH across a broad range, from 3 to 10 in a buffer
solution (Figure 12a). Other studies exploit electrostatic gating
associated with the surrounding solution, which alters the
conductance of phosphorus-doped Si NR electrodes, for sensing
in the range of 2−10,9 and with ZnO electrodes for a range of 1−
12.162 Another report introduces a nanostructured porous silica
scaffold coated with polyelectrolytes labeled with a pH-
insensitive rhodamine-B fluorophore. This partially bioresorb-
able device returns pH via measurements of changes in
fluorescence191 that result from swelling or deswelling of the
polyelectrolyte, across a range of pH from 4 to 7.5.

Humidity sensors represent another basic type of chemical
sensor. Several examples rely on capacitive effects. One case
involves an interdigitated carbon electrode printed on a shellac
substrate for capacitive sensing of both humidity and temper-
ature (Figure 12b).192 Coated with egg albumin as a responsive
layer, the sensor demonstrates high sensitivity (∼0.011% RH−1)
to relative humidity (RH) from 35% to 65%with a response time
of 12−100 s.

Dopamine is an important neurotransmitter that controls
pathways in the motivational component of reward-motivated
behavior. Detection of dopamine with bioresorbable devices can
be achieved by coating NPs of Fe and carboxylated polypyrrole
(Fe3+_CPPy) as an active sensing element on heavily boron-
doped arrays of Si NM electrodes.193 The sensing mechanism
involves absorption of dopamine molecules onto the CPPy
surface of the hybrid Fe3+_CPPy NPs via p−p interactions.
Dopamine accumulated in this way oxidizes to form dopamine-
o-quinone, thus generating electrons that transfer to the Si NMs
to produce a measurable current (Figure 12c). Other forms of
nonspecific dopamine sensors utilize electrochemical ap-
proaches in partially bioresorbable forms, with sericin protein
photoresist (SPP)-doped PEDOT: PSS, Ag/AgCl, and Pt as
working (WE), reference (RE), and counter electrode (CE),
respectively.71 By immobilizing the SPP-PEDOT:PSS electrode
with enzymes, such as glucose oxidase (GOx), the same device
can function as a glucose sensor. Exploiting similar electro-
chemical means of sensing, a more recent research report
describes continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) using a hybrid
device that comprises a wearable control circuit (nonbioresorb-
able) and a bioresorbable implantable sensor,194 with screen-
printed GOx coated Zn, Mo−W, and Mo as WE, RE, and CE,
respectively. An additional Zn sacrificial electrode (SE)
compensates effects that occur during slow biodegradation,
thereby enabling accurate yet prolonged glucose sensing within
a wide range of 0−25 mM (sensitivity = 0.2458 μA mM−1) over
5−7 days.

Development of nitric oxide (NOx) sensors is another area of
activity, proven to be important in signaling neurotransmission,
immune responses, and articular circulation. A recent study
reports on ultrathin electrodes (total thickness <500 nm)
formed by patterned Au NMs on PLLA−PTMC substrates with
coatings of biocompatible poly(eugenol) as a selective
membrane for passage of NO by hydrophobic repulsion, ionic
interaction, and molecular exclusion in solution.195 Poly-
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(eugenol) electrochemically deposited (with a proper eugenol
concentration of ∼10 mM) on the working electrode balances a
trade-off between potential interference from associated
chemicals (e.g., glucose, sodium nitrite/nitrate, ascorbic acid,
uric acid, etc.) and NO sensitivity, to realize a performance of
4.17 nA μM−1 for NO concentrations in the range of 5−100 μM,
with fast response time (<350 ms) and prolonged stability (>7
days) in PBS at 37 °C (Figure 12d). The device is partially
bioresorbable, where clearance of trace amounts of Au and

poly(eugenol) can occur through phagocytosis and renal
metabolization. Nonspecific sensing of both NO and NO2 is
possible via direct adsorption and reaction between the NOx gas
using interdigitated P-doped single-crystalline Si NM electrodes,
without additional physical or chemical treatment of the Si
NM.196 The sensing process relies on changes in electrical
properties of an n-type electrode from variations in the depletion
layer on its surface through adsorption and reaction with
oxidizing gas molecules, such as NOx (gas) + e− → NOx

− (ads).

Figure 13. Representative examples of bioresorbable optical components and sensors. (a) Left: A PEG hydrogel waveguide array carrying green laser
light. Scale bar = 10mm. Right: Power loss as a function of waveguide width in differentmedia.198 Reproduced with permission from ref 198. Copyright
2016 Springer Nature. (b) Left: Image of an optical waveguide sensor with Si core and PLGA cladding, with Si core exposed on top and side surfaces.
Right: Experimental and simulated transmission spectra of the optical sensor in water/ethanol solution.201 Reproduced with permission from ref 201.
Copyright 2018Wiley-VCH. (c) Left: Image of an optical filter formed by layered SiOx/SiNy films. Right: Transmission spectra showing transience of
the optical filter in PBS.202 Reproduced with permission from ref 202. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature. (d) Left: Schematic illustration of a Fabry−
Perot interferometer (FPI) composed of SiO2 encapsulation, Si NM, amorphous silica adhesion, and silicon slab with cavity. Right: Optical spectra
collected from the FPI sensor under different pressures.203 Reproduced with permission from ref 203. Copyright 2019 American Association for the
Advancement of Science. (e) Left: Image of a spectrometer that incorporates a tricolor Si NM photodetector with three separate junctions, four Zn
electrodes, and a PLGA optic fiber for light coupling. Right: Measured photoresponses of the three junctions as a function of wavelength. The
measured responsity peaks are 490, 570, and 720 nm, respectively.36 Reproduced with permission from ref 36. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature. (f)
Left: Schematic illustration of a gelatin encapsulated, dye-doped LC droplet photopumped laser. Right: Bragg reflectance due to molecular helix and
corresponding band-edge lasing pumped at 532 nm, with single particle under cross polarized illumination (inset).204 Scale bar: 50 μm. Reproduced
with permission from ref 204. Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society. (g) Left: AFM image of a nanoimprinted silk grating film. Right: Spectral
response of silk doped with lysed red blood cells.205 Reproduced with permission from ref 205. Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH. (h) Left: Image of a Mg
coated polyurethane nanopost array as plasmonic pad. Right: Transmission spectra showing the transience of the Mg plasmonic pad as indicator of
water soaking time.209 Reproduced with permission from ref 209. Copyright 2018 Tsinghua Press.
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The reported sensing range and sensitivity are ∼0.1−5 ppm and
∼20 ppb, respectively, at room temperature, with fast response
(∼30 s) and recovery (∼60 s). Integration with temperature and
humidity sensors can help compensate for effects related to
ambient conditions (Figure 12e).
3.4.3. Optical Sensors and Optical Components.

Optical technologies provide capabilities that complement
those of physical and chemical sensors. Delivering and receiving
optical signals within biological tissues requires specialized
components that can transmit/collect light of desired intensity/
wavelengths to targeted regions. Optical fiber waveguides are a
good option, in designs that include a high refractive index (n)
core surrounded by a low refractive index cladding to minimize
propagation losses. One of the earliest reports of a bioresorbable
optical waveguides includes two steps of mold casting to define a
silk fibroin core (n = 1.54) and a silk hydrogel cladding (n =
1.34).197 The resulting multimodal fibers (with diameters of
∼2−3 mm) have average losses (∼2 dB cm−1) comparable to
those of other polymeric waveguides (∼0.02−5.00 dB cm−1).
Patterning synthetic polymers (e.g., PLGA, PLA, PVP, PEG,
etc.) directly without a cladding can yield core-only waveguides
for interfacing with skin, due to its relatively low refractive index
(n = 1.38−1.44). Alternative schemes use melt processing,
solvent casting, and polymer photo-cross-linking, followed by
laser cutting, to fabricate slab-shaped waveguide or arrays.198

Compatible with a portfolio of synthetic or biopolymers,
including PLGA, PLA, PVP, PEG hydrogel, and silk fibroin,
this scheme permits light delivery to deep tissue (>1 cm) using
mm scale diameter waveguides with relatively low loss (<2 dB
cm−1) (Figure 13a). Other examples include thermal drawing to
form PLLA and PLGA fibers from a melt,199 thermal drawing of
PLGA followed by dipping into a sodium alginate to form a core-
cladding structure,36 comolding of air hole claddings around an
agarose core,199 and coextrusion printing of DL-dithiothreitol
(DTT)-PEGDA (DTT-PEGDA) and pluronic as core and
cladding, respectively.200

Key drawbacks of polymer-based waveguides are their
susceptibility to swelling and their limited contrast in refractive
indices. Inorganic alternatives can be fabricated by photo-
lithography with monocrystalline Si (n = 3.48) derived from
wafer sources, to form filamentary cores subsequently laminated
between sheets of PLGA (n = 1.44) as cladding layers.201 These
Si-based waveguides (with core dimensions of ∼50 μm × 1500
nm and length of over 50 cm) allow for full spectral
characteristics of interfacing media (Figure 13b).
Bioresorbable optical filters can be formed in reflecting or

absorbing structures. In the former, multilayer stacks of SiOx and
SiNy with controlled thicknesses selectively transmit light of
different wavelengths. One such example involves deposition of
such a multilayer (15 pairs of SiOx/SiNy nanomembranes) on a
sacrificial Si substrate, then releasing it and encapsulating with
PLGA.36,202 Spectroscopic studies indicate excellent perform-
ance, consistent with expectation from optical modeling (Figure
13c). Fabry−Perot optical filters can be formed by selective
thinning of the device layer Si on a SOI wafer via reactive ion
etching, HF etching to remove the underlying SiO2 layer and
release to yield freestanding Si NM (<100 nm thick) that can be
transferred to sheets of PLGA.17,202 Reflections from the top and
bottom surfaces of the Si NM lead to Fabry−Perot resonances
with spectral characteristics determined by the thickness. Similar
Fabry−Perot structures can serve as interferometers (FPIs),
where a Si slab with an etched relief structure and a capping Si
NM responds to changes in surrounding pressure in ways that

can be determined by measurements of the reflection spectra.203

(Figure 13d).
A spectrometer is one of the most popular analytical tools for

optical sensing. A recent report describes a simple bioresorbable
spectrometer that consists of a foundry-produced tricolor Si
NM-based photodetector, a thermally drawn PLGA fiber optic
probe for light delivery, and four Zn metal electrodes for electric
readout (Figure 13e).36 The four n-/p-doped layers of the
photodetector, when vertically aligned, form three junctions that
show excellent rectifying behaviors with dark currents of 3.24 ×
10−2, 1.52× 10−1, and 9.87× 10−3 μA, and responsivities of 0.15,
0.15, and 0.11, respectively. The penetration depth of light (with
wavelengths between 400 and 1000 nm) in Si increases with
wavelength, thereby enabling peak responsivities for corre-
sponding junctions at wavelengths of 490, 570, and 720 nm,
respectively.

Advanced bioresorbable optical sensors include tunable
photopumped lasers formed by gelatin encapsulated, dye-
doped cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) microdroplets with
internal radial-helical molecular director.204 The associated
radially periodic variations in refractive index induce a photonic
band gap/Bragg reflection for circularly polarized light, thus
permitting light emission at a different wavelength (Figure 13f).
Quantitative measurements of laser-induced heating yield
different modes of operation for temperature and thermal
transport sensing. The former relies on the temperature
dependence of the molecular helical pitch, which translates to
the resonant wavelength of the lasing cavity that can be tuned
throughout the emission band of the fluorescent dye. The latter
follows from measuring temperature transients while inducing
local heating via modulating changes in excitation repetition rate
at low excitation powers, analogous to methods employed in
electronic systems as described in that for the bioresorbable flow
sensors.9

Micro- and nanoimprinting of bioresorbable polymers using
techniques of soft lithography can emboss these soft materials
with well-defined periodic patterns of relief, with a range of
examples of silk fibroin-based diffraction gratings and holo-
grams.205−208 These photonic components, when combined
with microfluidics, yield optofluidic devices for diverse
applications in biophotonic sensing. One example demonstrates
spectroscopic sensing of blood oxygen, where a nanoimprinted
silk grating (600 grooves mm−1) doped with lysed red blood
cells can be configured into microfluidic channels to capture
selective binding of oxygen to the hemoglobin, via the time-
dependent appearance of absorption peaks at 540 and 575 nm
(Figure 13g). Similar spectral analysis further extends to
nanoimprinted, large-area Mg plasmonic structures for monitor-
ing of environmental humidity level and physiological detection
of sweat loss on human skin.209 The device is composed of arrays
of nanoposts formed on a flexible polyurethane substrate
supporting sputter deposited Mg nanodisks (∼80 nm thick and
∼300 nm in diameter). Morphological dissolution of Mg in
moisture or water/biofluid at a controlled rate induces reduction
in Mg thickness and thus gradual tuning of transmission spectra
or simple color change, serving as indicators of water soaking
time (Figure 13h). Fully bioresorbable prototypes of such
plasmonic devices can also be realized by integrating Mg
nanostructures with resorbable substrates.

4. BIORESORBABLE POWER SUPPLIES
Most conventional power supplies are not applicable to
bioresorbable electronics because they typically rely on
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nonbioresorbable materials that are also toxic. The materials
outlined in section 2 and others can be used to fabricate power
supplies that are fully bioresorbable, with operating parameters
that are useful for practical applications in temporary biomedical
implants.82,210−215 This section reviews recent advances in
bioresorbable power supplies including batteries, supercapaci-
tors, and mechanical, radio frequency, and photovoltaic energy
harvesters. They all have their own advantages and disadvan-
tages. Batteries can provide high energy density, however, with
limited power density. Supercapacitors offer high power density
but suffer from fast self-discharge. Both batteries and super-
capacitors can be implanted to targeted locations, to bypass the
need of external power. Mechanical, radio frequency, and
photovoltaic energy harvesters require external delivery of
power through mechanical waves, inductive coupling, and light
illumination, respectively. The advantages are in long, some-
times unlimited, operational lifetime and lightweight con-
struction. Use in deep tissue locations is, however, limited,
and they require attention to issues such as alignment, scattering,
attenuation, absorption, and coupling of signals at the tissue
interface. Mechanical energy harvesters can generate high
output voltages, but large sizes are necessary for practical levels
of power output and their operation can be intermittent and
unpredictable. Radio frequency and photovoltaic energy
harvesters allow high output power, but with limitations that
can follow from thermal loading effects on adjacent tissues.
Selection and design of power supplies must satisfy specific
application requirements.
4.1. Batteries

Batteries based on lithium-ion,216,217 zinc-ion,218−220 and
alkaline221 chemistries are widely used energy storage systems
for electronic devices of nearly all types. A battery consists of one
or more galvanic cells to convert chemical energy into electrical
energy through spontaneous redox reactions. The key
components are anodes, cathodes, electrolytes, separators, and
packaging structures.222,223 Table 2 provides an overview of the
performance characteristics of bioresorbable batteries.
The first reported bioresorbable battery design224 usesMg foil

as the anode, with Fe, W, or Mo foils as the cathode, and PBS as
the electrolyte as the basis for a primary cell. The anode,
cathode, and full cell reactions are Mg − 2e− + 2H2O →
Mg(OH)2 + 2H+, 2H+ + 2e− → H2, and Mg + 2H2O →
Mg(OH)2 + H2, respectively. Reported Mg−Mo cell config-
urations can achieve an operating voltage of 0.45 V at a discharge

current density of 0.1 mA cm−2 and a stable power supply for at
least 24 h.224 The associated battery delivers a specific capacity
of 276 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.1 mA cm−2. Further, a
battery that combines four such cells in series offers a stable
discharge at 1.5−1.6 V for over 6 h (Figure 14a).224 Packaging
structures formed with PCL increase the specific capacity of the
Mg anodes by 70% by reducing the rate of corrosion of this
metal.225 An Mg−Fe cell with a 0.9 wt % NaCl electrolyte
provides an average voltage of 0.4 V and a specific capacity of
1100 mAh g−1 at a current density of 230 μA cm−2.225 The low
voltage outputs and energy densities in these cases follow from
the use of cathodes with low electrochemical potential. Mg
alloys can serve as alternatives to Mg for bioresorbable anodes.
Alloying Mg with Zn (Mg100−xZnx alloy) helps to mitigate the
natural corrosion of Mg anodes.226 Adding 20% to 41% Zn
reduces the cell open circuit voltage from 1.6 to 1.3 V. Cells with
a 34% Zn-doped alloy anode exhibit the largest areal capacity of
4.8 mAh cm−2 at a discharge current density of 10 μA cm−2 and a
cutoff voltage of 0.5 V.226

Cathode materials such as MoO3, offer increased electro-
chemical potential to mitigate the limitations of Fe, W, and Mo
cathodes on voltage outputs and energy densities.227 The
cathode reaction in this case is MoO3 + αMn+ + nαe− →
MαMoO3. A representative bioresorbable Mg-MoO3 cell
(Figure 14b, left) consists of Mg foil as the anode, MoO3
paste as the cathode, Mo foil as the cathode current collector,
and alginate hydrogel as the electrolyte, to realize an output
voltage of up to 1.6 V.227 Even a single cell of this type can power
a red LED (threshold voltage ≈1.5 V) for 16 h (Figure 14b,
middle). The discharge plateau (Figure 14b, right) at voltages
above 1 V and below 1 V can be mainly attributed to the
pseudocapacitance of the MoO3 and hydrogen evolution
reactions on the cathode, respectively. At an operating voltage
of 1.6 V, the areal capacity is 6.5 mAh cm−2 under a discharge
current density of 25 μA cm−2.227

Bioresorbable cathode materials such as MoO3
227 and I2

228

(I2 + 2e− → 2I−) undergo dissolution in aqueous electrolytes.
Replacing aqueous PBS electrolytes with alginate hydrogels
improves battery performance by slowing the rate of the
dissolution in the case of MoO3 (Figure 14b, right).227 A
bioresorbable ionic liquid electrolyte can similarly address the
challenge of dissolution of I2.

228 Here, a dual electrolyte system
with biofluid/PBS as the anolyte and a choline chloride/urea-
based ionic liquid as the catholyte provides a balanced choice.228

In this example, Mg and I2 serve as anodes and cathodes,

Table 2. Performance Characteristics of Bioresorbable Batteriesa

electrodes materials electrolyte voltage specific/areal capacity ref

Mg−Mo PBS 0.45 V (0.1 mA cm−2) 276 mAh g−1 (0.1 mA cm−2) 224
Mg−Fe 0.9 wt % NaCl 0.7 V (230 μA cm−2) 1100 mAh g−1 (230 μA cm−2) 225
Mg−PPy PBS 1.24 V (10 μA cm−2) 3.79 mAh cm−2 (10 μA cm−2) 57
Mg alloy-Au SF-[Ch][NO3] 1.21 V (OCV) 0.06 mAh cm−2 (10 μA cm−2) 234
Mg-MoO3 alginate hydrogel 1.6 V (25 μA cm−2) 6.5 mAh cm−2 (25 μA cm−2) 227
Mg100−xZnx-Fe PBS 1.6−0.9 (OCV) N/A 226
Mg-FeMn body fluids 0.984 V (OCV) N/A 28
Zn-MnO2/CNT gelatin−silk protein 1.55 V (61.6 mA g−1) 311.7 mAh g−1 (61.6 mA g−1) 218
PDA/PPy-MnO2 body fluids 1.2 V (1000 mA g−1) 25.6 mAh g−1 (1000 mA g−1) 231
Zn@CS@Al2O3−Au 0.9 wt % NaCl 0.55 V (3.57 mA cm−2) 240 mAh g−1 (3.57 mA cm−2) 230

Mg−I2 IL/aqueous 1.8 V (0.4 mA cm−2) 9.8 mAh cm−2 (0.4 mA cm−2) 228
Mg-MoO3 calcium alginate gel 1.5 V (OCV) ∼1.6 mAh cm−2 (45 μA cm−2)a 229
Zn-(PEDOT-COOH) gelatin−ZnSO4 gel 1.2 V (0.25 A g−1) 31.8 mAh g−1 (0.25 A g−1) 232

aNote: All cutoff voltages are 0 V. N/A: not available.
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respectively. A polyanhydride structure encapsulates the
cathode and catholyte with two holes to enable ionic conduction
between anolyte and catholyte (Figure 14c, left).228 The open
environment of the anolyte (biofluid) allows the release of
hydrogen generated fromMg corrosion (Figure 14c, middle).228

Batteries with these design features offer superior performance
compared to that with a single PBS electrolyte (Figure 14c,
right). A cell with 182 mg cm−2 I2 loading delivers an areal
capacity of 9.8mAh cm−2 and an operating voltage of 1.8 Vwhen
discharged at 0.4 mA cm−2.228

Strategies to achieve flexible properties involve stretchable
cells229 and filament/fibrous cells.28,218,230,231 One approach
uses kirigami patterns in Mg anodes structured by laser

cutting.229 In one such case, MoO3 paste on Mo foil serves as
the cathode, and alginate serves as the electrolyte. At a discharge
current density of 45 μA cm−2, this type of battery delivers a
capacity of 4.7 mAh and an energy density of 1.72 mWh cm−2.
The cell provides a discharge voltage of 1.5 V after 900
deformation cycles to a linear strain of 20%.229 In another
example, a coaxial structure in a Mg-FeMn battery supports an
electrical interface to accelerate healing of nerves (Figure 14d,
left and middle).28 The bioresorbable battery itself wraps the
nerve and produces an electric field along the direction of the
nerve for purposes in stimulation. The open circuit voltage
decreases from ∼0.98 V to ∼0.07 V from 1 to 3 days, as shown in

Figure 14. Examples of bioresorbable batteries. (a) Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and discharging behavior (right, 0.1 mA
cm−2) of a battery pack that consists of four Mg−Mo cells in series.224 Reproduced with permission from ref 224. Copyright 2014 Wiley-VCH. (b)
Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and discharging behavior (right, 25 μA cm−2) of an Mg-MoO3 battery with hydrogel and
phosphate-buffered saline electrolytes.227 Reproduced with permission from ref 227. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH. (c) Schematic illustration (left),
optical image (middle), and discharging behavior (right, 0.4 mA cm−2) of dual-electrolyte Mg−I2 batteries.

228 Reproduced with permission from ref
228. Copyright 2022 Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and in vivomeasuredOCV (right) of anMg-
FeMn self-electrified conduit device.28 Reproduced with permission from ref 28. Copyright 2020 American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
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Figure 14d (right).28 The electrochemical reactions for these
two types of batteries are the same as those described earlier.
These bioresorbable batteries operate as primary (i.e.,

nonrechargeable) cells. Rechargeable batteries are also of
interest. One example is a Zn-(PEDOT-COOH) battery with
an edible gelatin-ZnSO4 gel electrolyte.

232 The anode, cathode,
and full cell reactions are Zn + SO4

2− ↔ ZnSO4 + 2e−,
2(PEDOT−COOH)+/SO4

2− + 2e− ↔ 2(PEDOT−COOH)0 +
SO4

2−, and Zn + 2(PEDOT−COOH)+/SO4
2− ↔ 2(PEDOT−

COOH)0 + ZnSO4, respectively. Such cells achieve energy
densities of 39 mWh g−1 at power densities of 307 mW g−1 and
operating voltages of 1.2 V and specific capacities of 31.8 mAh
g−1 at current densities of 0.25 A g−1. Another report describes a
bioresorbable Zn-MnO2/CNT battery with a humidity-sensitive
plasticized gelatin-silk fibroin as the electrolyte.218 The anode,
cathode, and full cell reactions are Zn ↔ Zn2+ + 2e−, Zn2+ + 2e−

+ 2α-MnO2 ↔ ZnMn2O4, and Zn + 2α-MnO2 ↔ ZnMn2O4,
respectively. At a current density of 61.6mA g−1, cells of this type
exhibit an output voltage of up to 1.55 V and a specific capacity
of 310 mAh g−1. The capacity retention is above 90% under
various deformations such as bending, knotting, and twisting,
indicating the potential for use in flexible electronic systems.218

Environmentally degradable rechargeable batteries233 such as
these may serve as useful starting points in the development of
similar devices that are resorbable in the body.
4.2. Supercapacitors

Supercapacitors are electrochemical capacitors that can offer
exceptionally high energy densities and long cycle lifetimes, as
attractive alternatives to batteries for certain applica-
tions.16,235,236 Bioresorbable supercapacitors that consist of
optimized electrodes, electrolytes, separators, and packaging
structures can power realistic devices of various types.237,238

Electric double-layer capacitors, pseudocapacitors, and hybrid
supercapacitors are three types of devices. Table 3 provides an
overview of the performance characteristics of bioresorbable
supercapacitors.
Electric double-layer capacitors store the charge electrostati-

cally. The first reported bioresorbable supercapacitor is an
electric double-layer capacitor involving planar electrodes of W,
Fe, or Mo on PLGA substrates with agarose gel electrolytes
(Figure 15a, left).16 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements
indicate unchanged performance under different deformations
(Figure 15a, middle), even with better reversible capacitive
behaviors than those of similar devices constructed with Au
(Figure 15a, right). Mo-based supercapacitors exhibit energy
densities of 0.14 μWh cm−2 at power densities of 61 μW cm−2

and 0.0083 μWh cm−2 at 1.0 mW cm−2.16 Charging two Mo-
based capacitors connected in series to 2.2 V provides power
needed to operate an LED (turn-on voltage of 2.1 V) for ≈18

s.16 In addition to planar supercapacitors, wire-shaped devices
allow a range of interesting structural options, including devices
that adopt fiber-shaped239−241 and serpentine-shaped242 lay-
outs. Wrapping two Mo wires with oxide layers with a PVA gel
electrolyte yields a serpentine-shaped stretchable bioresorbable
supercapacitor242 with an areal capacitance of 4.15 mF cm−2 at a
current density of 0.05 mA cm−2 and an energy density of 0.37
μWh cm−2 at a power density of 0.8 mW cm−2. Capacitance
retention of 91% under a 30% strain after 1000 cycles of stretch/
release is an example of the impressive mechanical properties of
this design.242

Pseudocapacitors store the charge electrochemically. One
bioresorbable example uses a symmetrical layer-by-layer
structured design as an energy storage unit, with Fe films as
the current collectors, ZnO nanoporous layers self-assembled on
the Fe films as the active materials, PLA as the supporting
substrates, PLA nanopillar arrays as the adhesion promotor for
the Fe films, and PVA/PBS solution as the electrolyte.238 The
resulting devices exhibit areal capacitances of 0.9 mF cm−2 and
energy densities of 0.153 μWh cm−2 at power densities of 27 μW
cm−2, with capacitance retention of 70% after 3000 charge/
discharge cycles.238 Another bioresorbable design uses a Zn@
PPy structure formed by electrochemical deposition of PPy onto
a screen-printed Zn film, with a NaCl/agarose electrolyte.243

The resulting supercapacitor delivers an areal capacitance of
2.84 mF cm−2 and an energy density of 0.39 μW h cm−2 at a
power density of 3.4 μW cm−2.243 These two examples have,
however, the disadvantage of relatively low energy and/or power
densities. Bioresorbable MoOx supercapacitors (Figure 15b,
left) with sodium alginate gel electrolytes offer improved
performance.244 Here, electrochemical oxidization of the
surfaces of Mo foils forms amorphous coatings of MoOx (Figure
15b, middle). These MoOx supercapacitors achieve areal
capacitances of 112.5 mF cm−2 at current densities of 1 mA
cm−2 and capacitance retention of 86.7% after 2000 charge−
discharge cycles. The quasi-rectangular-shaped CV curves
(Figure 15b, right) indicate good capacitive behavior due to
the large surface areas of derived dendrite flakes and oxygen
vacancy defects as storage/absorption sites.244

Hybrid supercapacitors combine attractive features of electric
double-layer capacitors and pseudocapacitors, with higher
energy density than electric double-layer capacitors and higher
power than batteries. A bioresorbable Zn-ion hybrid super-
capacitor (Figure 15c, left) uses Zn as an anode, heterostruc-
tured MoO3−MoS2 as a capacitive-type cathode, and gelatin/
ZnSO4 gel as an electrolyte.237 Electrochemically oxidizing the
surface of a Mo foil to MoO3 followed by a hydrothermal
sulfurization (anion exchange between O2− and S2−) forms a
MoO3−MoS2 composite.237 A cell of this type can provide an
areal capacitance of 181.86 mF cm−2 at a current density of 0.5

Table 3. Performance Characteristics of Bioresorbable Supercapacitorsa

electrodes materials electrolyte specific/areal capacitance energy density ref

activated charcoal gatorade 78.8 F g−1 (1 A g−1) N/A 245
Mo NaCl/agarose gel 1.6 mF cm−2 (0.15 mA cm−2) 0.14 μWh cm−2 (61 μW cm−2) 16
anodized Mo oxide NaCl/PVA gel 4.2 mF cm−2 (0.05 mA cm−2) 0.37 μWh cm−2 (0.8 mW cm−2) 242
MoOx sodium alginate gel 112.5 mF cm−2 (1 mA cm−2) 15.64 μWh cm−2 (27 μW cm−2) 244
ZnO PVA/PBS gel 0.9 mF cm−2 (0.1 mA cm−2)a 0.15 μWh cm−2 (27 μW cm−2) 238
Zn@PPy NaCl/agarose 2.84 mF cm−2 (current density not available) 0.39 μWh cm−2 (3.4 μW cm−2) 243
Zn-activated carbon gelatin/ZnSO4 gel 605 mF cm−2 (0.2 mA cm−2) 215 μWh cm−2 (132 μW cm−2) 246
Zn-MoO3−MoS2 gelatin/ZnSO4 gel 182 mF cm−2 (0.5 mA cm−2) 30.6 μWh cm−2 (2.2 μW cm−2) 237

a*Specific capacitance obtained after 20 days incubation test in 37 °C PBS solution. N/A: not available.
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mA cm−2 and an energy density of 30.56 μWh cm−2 at a power
density of 2.2 μWh cm−2 (Figure 15c, right). After charged, four
cells connected in series can operate a red LED (Figure 15c,
middle).237

For completeness, this subsection concludes with a discussion
of edible supercapacitors.245,246 Even though these devices often
include nonbioresorbable components, such as activated
carbon, they are of interest in bioresorbable electronics for
monitoring or treatment of the digestive system, such as the
gastrointestinal tract.247 One such edible example uses activated
charcoal as the electrode, egg white as the binder, seaweed as the
separator, polyelectrolyte beverage as the electrolyte, and cheese
as the segregation layer.245 The specific capacitance remains
almost constant, from 78.8 to 72.7 F g−1, after 1000 cycles of
charging/discharging at a constant current density of 1 A g−1,
with a retention rate of 92.3%. Connecting five charged
supercapacitors in series generates a voltage output of 5 V,

sufficient to operate a USB camera (operating voltage of 3.3
V).245 In addition to this type of symmetric supercapacitor,245

another hybrid edible device246 (Figure 15d, left) uses Zn as the
anode, activated carbon as the cathode, and gelatin/ZnSO4 gel
as the electrolyte (Figure 15d, middle). At current densities of
0.2 mA cm−2, such cells deliver areal capacitances of 605 mF
cm−2, energy densities of 215.1 μWh cm−2 at power densities of
132 μW cm−2 (Figure 15d, right). When fully charged, voltages
can reach 1.8 V, sufficient to power a red LED.246

4.3. Mechanical Energy Harvesting

Mechanical energy harvesters based on piezoelectric or
triboelectric effects can convert mechanical energy into electrical
energy.248 Such devices in bioresorbable forms can be paired
with batteries and supercapacitors for storage, or they can be
used directly to power various types of bioresorbable electronic

Figure 15. Examples of bioresorbable and edible supercapacitors. (a) Schematic illustration (left), optical images (middle, Mo), and CV curves (right)
of bioresorbable W/Fe/Mo microsupercapacitors.16 Scale bar: 3 mm. Reproduced with permission from ref 16. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH. (b)
Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and CV curves (right) of bioresorbable MoO3 supercapacitor implants.244 Reproduced with
permission from ref 244. Copyright 2021 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Schematic illustration (left), optical image
(middle), and CV curves (right) of edible Zn//MoO3−MoS2 hybrid supercapacitors.237 Reproduced with permission from ref 237. Copyright 2022
Wiley-VCH. (d) Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and CV curves (right) of edible zinc-ion-based AC hybrid
microsupercapacitors.246 Reproduced with permission from ref 246. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.
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systems. Table 4 provides an overview of the performance
characteristics of bioresorbable mechanical energy harvesters.
4.3.1. Piezoelectric Energy Harvesters. Piezoelectric

energy harvesters convert kinetic energy in the form of
vibrations, shock waves, or mechanical movements into
electrical energy through the piezoelectric effect, which relies
on the intrinsic polarization of the active material.249−253

Mechanical stresses induced in the piezoelectric component of
an energy harvester generate charges on the surfaces of this
component, which can induce the flow of electrical current when
connected to the external load.
An early example of a bioresorbable device of this type (Figure

16a, left) incorporates a piezoelectric thin film of ZnO (500 nm
thick) as the piezoelectric component, Mg (300 nm/500 nm
thick) for the bottom and top electrodes, MgO as a dielectric,
and silk fibroin as a flexible substrate (Figure 16a, middle).98

The ZnO layer lies between the top and bottom Mg electrodes.
In one embodiment, the voltage and current outputs are ∼1.14
V and ∼0.55 nA (Figure 16a, right), respectively, for cyclic
bending. The power density is ∼10 nW/cm2 with 0.28% energy-
conversion efficiency for this mode of deformation.98

As an alternative to mechanical deformations such as those
associated with bending, ultrasound represents a form of
mechanical energy that is of particular interest for applications
deep within tissues. Here, power from ultrasound activates
mechanical vibrations that can be converted into electrical
power via piezoelectric effects. Ultrasound-driven electrical
stimulation techniques based on devices designed for these
purposes can accelerate repair of injuries to the peripheral
nerves254 and spinal cords.77 A bioresorbable example for
peripheral nerve injury repair254 consists of piezoelectric
materials formed by a combination of potassium sodium niobate
(K0.5Na0.5NbO3, KNN) nanowires, PLLA, and PHBV, with
films of PLA or PCL as encapsulants, Mg as electrodes, and Mo
wires as the wiring of nanogenerators. KNN nanowires serve as
high-performance piezoelectric dopants in piezoelectric PHBV
and PLLA polymer matrices, to achieve a composite with good
mechanical properties and rates of bioresorption that can be
selected over a wide range.254 Such devices exhibit output
voltages and currents of 12 V and 36 μA, respectively, for
exposure to ultrasound at a frequency of 100 kHz, a pulse width
of 50 μs, a pulse interval of 10ms, and intensity of 0.7W cm−2.254

Table 4. Performance Characteristics of Bioresorbable Mechanical Harvestersa

materials dimensions energy sources
implantation

depths
voltage and current

outputs generated power
energy-conversion

efficiency ref

Piezoelectric
ZnO ∼1.5 cm × 1.5 cm cyclic bending N/A ∼1.14 V and ∼0.55 nA ∼10 nW/cm2 0.28% 98
KNN/PLLA/PHBV ∼2 cm × 2 cm ultrasound (0.7

W cm−2)
N/A, sciatic

nerve
12 V and 36 μA 0.3 mW/cm2 N/A 254

KNN/PLA ∼4.5 cm × 4.5 cm acoustic pressure
(150 kPa)

N/A, spinal
cord

12.09 V and 20.8 μA N/A N/A 77

Triboelectric
PLA/gelatin 4 cm × 4 cm contact force (50 N) N/A 500 V and 10.6 mA m−2 5 W/m2 N/A 272
PLGA/PCL 2 cm × 3 cm compression/release

(1 Hz)
N/A ∼40 V and ∼1 μA 32.6 mW/m2 N/A 83

PLGA/Mg ∼1.5 cm × 1.5 cm rat’s normal
movements

N/A, under
skin

∼2 V N/A N/A 275

Mg/PHBV/PEG 2 cm × 2 cm ultrasound (0.5
W cm−2)

0.5−1 cm 4.51 V and 27.86 μA
(20 kHz)

17.24 μW cm−2 N/A 276

aN/A: not available.

Figure 16. Examples of mechanical energy harvesters. (a) Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and voltage output (right) of
piezoelectric energy harvesters during cycles of bending.98 Reproduced with permission from ref 98. Copyright 2013 Wiley-VCH. (b) Schematic
illustration (left), optical image (middle), and voltage output (right) of triboelectric energy harvesters.275 Reproduced with permission from ref 275.
Copyright 2021 United States National Academy of Sciences.
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Alternative bioresorbable devices for application to the spinal
cord consist of PLA nanofibers with KNN nanowires.77 The
output voltages and currents in this case are 12.09 V and 20.8
μA, respectively, at a frequency of 1MHz, a pulse width of 5 μs, a
pulse interval of 10 ms, and an acoustic pressure of 150 kPa.77

Similar mechanisms appear in other bioresorbable piezoelectric
energy harvesters based on PLLA255−257 and PHB258 for
electrical stimulation of tissue,258 cartilage,256 and bone255,257

for accelerated regeneration.
4.3.2. Triboelectric Energy Harvesters. Triboelectric

energy harvesters also convert mechanical to electrical energy,
but they avoid the need of piezoelectric materials by generating
static polarized charges that result from contact between two
different materials due to contact electrification, as described in
section 3.4.1, the context of pressure sensing.259−264 Separating
these two materials by a mechanical force generates a potential
drop that drives electrons to flow between the two electrodes
built on the top and bottom surfaces of these two
materials.265−269 Two most popular examples of traditional
triboelectric generators are theWimshurst machine (invented in
∼1880) and Van de Graaff generator (invented in ∼1929).270

Triboelectric generators (sometimes referred to as triboelectric
nanogenerators, TENGs), can generate alternating-current
electrical outputs under repeated contact-separation cycles.
The basic structure of a TENG involves simply a pair of

electrodes, a pair of dielectric materials typically with an air gap
between them.271

A bioresorbable example of this type of device uses
electrospun PLA and nanostructured gelatin as triboelectric
materials with Mg plates as electrodes.272 A 4 × 4 cm2 device
delivers an open-circuit voltage of up to 500 V, a short-circuit
current density of 10.6 mA m−2, and a maximum power density
of over 5 W/m2. Other bioresorbable TENGs include
carrageenan−agar composite/PCL273 and chitosan/HA hydro-
gel films274 as triboelectric materials with Mg electrodes.

As an application, such generators can power pairs of nerve-
interfaced electrodes to generate pulsed electrical fields for nerve
repair. An example for this purpose consists of PLGA and PCL
as triboelectric materials with thin Mg electrode layers, capable
of delivering an open-circuit voltage of up to ∼40 V and short-
circuit current of ∼1 μA, during cycles of compression/release at
a frequency of 1 Hz.83 Here, the induced field strength of 10 V
mm−1 can lead to oriented growth of nerve cells. Pairing similar
devices with two dressing electrodes yields a self-powered device
for electrostimulation at the site of a bone fracture (Figure 16b,
left).275 These generators use an island-bridge Mg electrode
affixed with a layer of PLGA and a micropyramid structure
embossed onto its surface as the bottom triboelectric layer and
another island-bridge Mg electrode as the top triboelectric layer
(Figure 16b, middle). The micropyramid structure of the PLGA

Table 5. Performance Characteristics of Radio Frequency Energy Harvestersa

antenna
materials shape dimensions

resonance
frequency

transmitted
distance

source
power

generated
power

power conversion
efficiency ref

Mg/SF linear dipole, two quarter wavelength arms
and wideband quasi log-periodic dipoles

∼4 cm × 12 cm ≈950 MHz ∼2 m (air) ∼20 W 54 mW 15.7% 126

Mg/
PLGA

disk, 34 turns 10 mm in radius ∼5 MHz 8 cm (chicken
meat)

∼11 Vpp 1 V 20%
(5 cm distance)

24

Mg/
PLGA

disk, 17 turns 25 mm in
diameter

∼13.56 MHz 10 cm (air) +
skin
thickness

∼12 W 100 mW 5% (15 mm
distance)

22

Mg/
PLGA

disk, 17 turns 20 mm in
diameter

83 Hz 4 mm (chicken
meat)

N/A 3.26 Vpp N/A 280

aN/A: not available.

Figure 17. Examples of bioresorbable radio frequency (a) and low frequency (<200 Hz, b) inductive energy harvesters. (a) Schematic illustration
(left), optical image (middle), and voltage output (right) of a radio frequency power harvester.24 Reproduced with permission from ref 24. Copyright
2018 Springer Nature. (b) Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and power output (right) of a low-frequency inductive harvesting
system.280 Reproduced with permission from ref 280. Copyright 2019 Wiley-VCH.
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improves the roughness of the triboelectric layer and thus the
contact surface, which thus enhances the power density of such
TENG.275 The open-circuit peak-to-peak voltages increase
monotonically from 0.5 to 6.8 V when characterized at
frequencies of 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 Hz (Figure
16b, right), which could be attributed to the higher displacement
rate and thus more rapid charge transfer.275

As with piezoelectric harvesters, the triboelectric effect can be
activated by ultrasound. One such device consists of an Mg
electrode as the bottom triboelectric layer, a PHBV/PEG
composite membrane as the top triboelectric layer, and a PHBV
encapsulation.276 Stable electrical outputs follow from exposure
at low ultrasound intensities (0.5 W cm−2), corresponding to
voltage and current outputs of 4.51 V and 27.86 μA, respectively,
at a frequency of 20 kHz. High intensities (3.0 W cm−2) can be
applied to trigger the mechanical disintegration of the PHBV
encapsulation layer and, therefore, to accelerate the rates of
bioresorption.276 Another mechanism for triggering dissolution
employs Au nanorods as optical absorbers for photothermally
induced bioresorption.277 Exposure to near-infrared light
reduces the output of the device to 0 within 24 h, and complete
bioresorption in 14 days.
4.4. Radio Frequency Energy Harvesting

Radio frequency electromagnetic transfer between transmission
and receiver antennas provides an alternative to ultrasound for
wireless power that can be directed to locations in deep tissue.22

This transfer can occur either through near22,24,126,278 or far126

field mechanisms. The former involves magnetic inductive
coupling for efficient transfer over relatively short distances, at
RF frequencies that have minimal absorption by biological
tissues. The latter relies on electromagnetic coupling, capable of
operating over large distances but with high levels of sensitivity
to antenna orientation and at frequencies that can be strongly
absorbed in biological tissues. In both cases, key elements in this
type of transfer are the antennas and, in many applications, the
rectifying electronics needed to convert alternating to direct
current outputs. Table 5 provides an overview of the
performance characteristics of bioresorbable RF energy harvest-
ers.
An example of a simple bioresorbable antenna involves linear-

dipole shaped features of Mg (500 nm thick, two quarter
wavelength arms, and wideband quasi log-periodic dipoles) on
films of silk fibroin, formed by physical vapor deposition through
shadow masks, as described in section 3.3.1.126 Operating this
antenna (≈ 950 MHz) in a far field mode at a distance of ∼2 m
allows power transfer of 54 mW, with a transmitted RF power of
∼20 W.126 An example of a near-field bioresorbable RF
harvester (Figure 17a, left, a disk-shaped coil, 34 turns, 10 mm

in radius) consists of a bilayer of disk-shaped Mg coils, a poly
(lactic-co-glycolic acid) dielectric interlayer, a Si NM RF diode
for rectification, and a plate Mg/SiO2/Mg smoothing capacitor
(Figure 17a, middle).24 This harvester, with a resonance
frequency of ∼5 MHz, delivers power to tissue-interfaced
electrodes for nerve regeneration. Transfer of power (∼11 Vpp)
over distances of up to 8 cm yields output voltages of 1 V (Figure
17a, right), sufficient for this application.24 A low-frequency PIN
diode with high parasitic capacitance provides an alternative,
capacitor-free harvester design (a disk-shaped coil, 17 turns, 25
mm in diameter) with a resonance frequency of ∼13.56 MHz, a
standard in commercial electronics, as a power supply for cardiac
pacing.22 At a distance of 10 cm between the transmission and
receiver coils yields an output power of 100 mW, with a
transmitted RF power of ∼12 W. In advanced embodiments,
multiple receiver coils with different resonance frequencies serve
the basis for frequency-selective power harvesting to different
components of a single device or selective harvesting to a
collection of devices in a similar space.279 An example of this
mechanism is in programmed drug release events frommultiple,
independently controlled drug reservoirs.29

Related inductive harvesting mechanisms can be realized at
low frequencies (Figure 17b, left) by use of rotating magnets
(<200 Hz) instead of RF powered transmitter antennas.280 One
report uses neodymium disc magnets (5 mm thick, 9 mm in
diameter) mounted on a rotating stage.280 Embedding
bioresorbable iron oxide nanoparticles in PLGA forms a
magnetic field concentrator (MFC) to enhance the efficiency
of harvesting when placed atop disk-shaped receiver coils (17
turns, ∼20 mm in diameter) of Mg/PLGA/Mg (Figure 17b,
middle). Time varying magnetic fields induced by the rotating
magnet leads to power output. Peak-to-peak voltages and
currents depend linearly on the rotational frequency (Figure
17b, right). Operating at 83 Hz and a working distance of 4 mm
yields peak-to-peak voltages of 3.26 V.280

4.5. Photovoltaic Energy Harvesting
Photovoltaic (PV) cells rely on electromagnetic radiation in the
visible range, by use of photon induced charge carriers in p- and
n-type semiconductors281 via the photovoltaic effect.282−284

Table 6 provides an overview of the performance characteristics
of bioresorbable PV energy harvesters. Initial reports of Si NMs
in bioresorbable electronics also include demonstrations of Si-
based bioresorbable solar cells using bars of monocrystalline Si
(∼3 μm thick) with boron and phosphorus doping to define p-
and n-type regions, and Mg interconnects.86 These devices
produce short-circuit currents of ∼10 mA cm−2 and open-circuit
voltages of ∼0.42 V, with corresponding fill factors of 66% and
overall power conversion efficiencies of ∼3% under illumination

Table 6. Performance Characteristics of Photovoltaic Energy Harvestersa

materials dimensions source power distance
short-circuit currents, open-
circuit voltages, output power

fill
factor

power
conversion
efficiency ref

monocrystalline Si
doped B and P

∼2 mm × 2 mm N/A N/A ∼10 mA cm−2, ∼0.42 V, 2 mW 0.66 3% 86

array of monocrystalline
Si doped B and P

∼13.5 mm × 7.5 mm NIR LED (200
mW cm−2)

4 mm thick
porcine skin and

fat

∼20 μA, 4.25 V, 64.4 μW 0.733 1.29% 281

monocrystalline Si
doped B and P

diameter ∼5mm (disk) 635 nm laser
(0.1−1.8
W cm−2)

<2 mm PBS 30−60 mV N/A N/A 159

amorphous Si
doped B and P

∼15 mm × 15 mm N/A N/A 6.4 mA cm−2, 0.81 V N/A 2.6% 18

aN/A: not available.
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using light from a solar simulator.86 Scaled arrays of related types
of solar cells (Figure 18a, left) include asmany as 72 cells with 12
columns connected in series and six rows in parallel.281 Each cell
exhibits a power conversion efficiency of 1.29% with an open-
circuit voltage of 0.40 V, a short circuit current density of 4.37
mA cm−2, and a fill factor of 0.733 (Figure 18a, right). The array
yields an open-circuit voltage of 4.84 V with a short-circuit
current of 34.45 μA, and a total output power of 122 μW,
sufficient to operate a blue LED immersed in PBS solution
(Figure 18a, middle) under illumination from a solar simulator
at a power of 100 mW cm−2.281 Illuminating an array placed
under a piece of porcine skin and fat (4 mm thick) with an NIR
LED (200 mW cm−2) generates an output power of 64.4 μW
and an open-circuit voltage of 4.25 V. Operation of a blue LED
powered by the PV array implanted in the infrascapular region of
a rat under NIR illumination provides a demonstration of the
capabilities.281 Mounting bioresorbable thin-film monocrystal-
line Si pn diodes on nerve tissue can optoelectronically modulate
neural activity by delivering polarity-dependent photovol-
tages.159 In this design, doping boron and phosphorus ions
into n- and p-type SOI wafers forms p+n and n+p Si junctions.
Exposing the samples with a red laser at a peak wavelength of
635 nm and with power between ∼0.1 to ∼1.8 W cm−2 induces
photovoltaic responses with voltages ranging from 30 to 60
mV.159

As mentioned in section 2, amorphous Si dissolves more
quickly than monocrystalline Si.127 A bioresorbable thin-film a-
Si solar cell (Figure 18b, left) uses a PIN-doped hydrogenated a-
Si layer as the active material, an Al-doped ZnO film as a
transparent conductive oxide, Mg as the electrodes (Figure 18b,
middle).18 Boron and phosphorus doping defines p- and n-type
regions. Such cells deliver an efficiency of 2.6%, an open-circuit
voltage of 0.81 V, and a short-circuit current density of 6.4 mA
cm−2, which are comparable to that of a-Si solar cells formed
with nonbioresorbable materials (Figure 18b, right).18

5. MANUFACTURING TECHNIQUES FOR
BIORESORBABLE ELECTRONICS

Specialized manufacturing techniques can form the materials
described in section 2 into the devices outlined in section 3 and
the power supplies in section 4. A challenge in bioresorbable
systems arises from limited compatibility with wet processing
steps, particularly those that involve aqueous solutions.
Approaches for research purposes rely on combinations of
methods in photolithography and transfer printing, physical and
chemical vapor deposition through shadow masks, and in some
cases additive printing techniques and other solution-based
processes. Recent work demonstrates the applicability of laser
ablation schemes, as additional options for materials processing
and fabrication. This section summarizes these techniques,
highlights their advantages and limitations (Table 7), and
illustrates some examples of their application in bioresorbable
electronics.
5.1. Photolithography, Etching, and Transfer Printing

Si NMs, as discussed in previous sections, or microscale versions
of such membranes (i.e., Si micromembranes, or Si MMs), are
essential semiconductor materials for almost all high perform-
ance bioresorbable electronic devices. Photolithography and
wet/dry etching techniques can pattern Si NMs with high
resolution (∼1 μm) and alignment accuracy (∼1 μm) using
standard mask aligners available in academic cleanroom facilities
and with much higher precision in industrial foundries.
Combined with transfer printing for manipulating the resulting
Si NM structures, this approach enables routes to a broad range
of Si-based bioresorbable passive and active electrical
components (refs 8, 10, 18, 38, 145, 152, 154, 159, 285, and
286) (diodes, transistors, CMOS inverters and logic gates) and
devices (refs 18, 20, 125, 145, 171, 193, 201, 203, 281, 285, 287,
and 288) on various types of bioresorbable polymer substrates,
such as silk (ref 8), PLGA (refs 20, 125, 145, 154, 201, 281, and
286), PCL (ref 193), polysaccharides (ref 152), polyanhydride

Figure 18. Examples of bioresorbable photovoltaic energy harvesters. (a) Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and current/voltage
characteristics (right) of monocrystalline silicon photovoltaic microcells.281 Reproduced with permission from ref 281. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH.
(b) Schematic illustration (left), optical image (middle), and current/voltage characteristics (right) of a-Si photovoltaic microcells.18 Reproduced with
permission from ref 18. Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH.
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(ref 5), and metal foils (ref 38) (Fe, Zn, Mo). Here, the
nonsilicon parts of the devices can be processed directly by
patterned deposition, by printing or by schemes analogous to
those for the Si-NMs themselves, where integration occurs
through a sequence of steps in transfer printing. Examples of
complete functional platforms formed in this way include
microelectromechanical systems,5 electrocorticography elec-
trode arrays,20,125 hydration sensors,145 pressure sensors,171,287

temperature sensors,203,287 electrochemical dopamine mon-
itors,193 neurochemical analyzers,288 optical waveguides and
biosensors,201 thin-film solar cells,18 and photovoltaic micro-
cells.281 In all cases, water barriers often processed in similar
ways20,21,129,171,203,287 (e.g., transferred layers of thermally
grown SiO2, t-SiO2, or monocrystalline Si or various polymers
or deposited inorganic films) must be included to protect the
electronics from surrounding biofluids over time scales relevant
to a desired operating period. Passive devices that do not require
a semiconductor are also possible, including metal-based thin
film devices,280 in antennas for wireless power transfer on PLGA
(Mg coils: 1 cm in diameter, 30 μm thick, 100 μm wide),
inductors, capacitors, resistors, and other simple components.
Figure 19a shows a specific, simple example of these types of

schemes involving the fabrication procedures for an array of
highly doped Si NM structures as electrodes and interconnects
for measuring electrocorticographic signals.125 The fabrication
starts with phosphorus doping of the device layer Si on a SOI
(∼300 nm thick device Si) wafer and removing the buried oxide
layer by wet etching with concentrated hydrofluoric acid (HF)
to release Si NMs. The next step involves transfer printing of the
Si NMs onto a temporary Si substrate with a spin-cast bilayer of
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA, ∼800 nm thick) and
polyimide (PI, ∼300 nm thick) and patterning the Si MNs to

define the electrodes and interconnects using photolithography
and reactive ion etching (RIE) (step 1). Depositing a layer of
SiO2 (100 nm thick) using PECVD and selectively removing this
material from the electrode regions forms an encapsulation layer
for the Si NM electrodes. Spin-casting a layer of PI (300 nm
thick) on top and patterning this layer places the Si NMs near
the neural mechanical plane. Patterning a mesh structure
through multilayer stacks by RIE and buffered oxide etching
(BOE) exposes the base layer of PMMA. Dissolving the PMMA
in acetone then releases the system from the temporary substrate
(step 2). The next step (step 3) retrieves the device onto a slab of
PDMS and removes the bottom exposed layer of PI by RIE.
Transfer onto a film of PLGA (∼30 μm thick), facilitated by
heating to temperatures close to the glass transition of the PLGA
(lactide/glycolide ratio of 75:25 composition, 55−60 °C; step
4), and removal of the top layer of PI by RIE (step 5) completes
the fabrication. A photograph of a device with four measurement
channels, fabricated according to this process, wrapped around a
cylindrical tube with a radius of 2 mm, appears in Figure 19b.

Photolithography and transfer printing can also be applied to
device components formed in modified process flows executed
in a foundry fabrication facility, to allow state-of-the-art
integrated circuits/devices with complex structures and
functions. A representative example is in bioresorbable forms
of CMOS devices on bioresorbable polymer substrates.154 The
layouts involve SOI substrates with a SiNx passivation, and
anchor layer (600 nm thick), a Si device layer (Si active layer
∼250 nm thick; gate oxide ∼25 nm thick; W vias and metal
interconnects with nonbioresorbable Ti/TiN adhesion layers
∼300 nm/100 nm thick), and a buried oxide layer (1 μm thick).
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and schematic
illustrations in Figure 19c demonstrate the steps in release and
transfer printing onto PLGA substrates. The process begins with
CMOS devices (areas colorized with gold) on an SOI wafer
formed in a foundry facility according to the specifications
mentioned above (step 1). Isolation of device blocks (areas
colorized with red) and formation of trenches to the underlaying
Si(100) handle wafer (areas colorized with cyan) through the
buried oxide layer for undercut etching occurs by photo-
lithography and RIE. A low-stress SiNx passivation layer (∼600
nm thick) formed by PECVD also serves as the material for
anchors that tether the CMOS devices to their lithographically
defined locations even after undercut etching (step 2).
Additional photolithography and RIE steps define the geo-
metries of these anchors, in this example to form tethers at the
four corners of each device. The undercut process follows from
immersion of devices in tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAH; 8.3% TMAH at 85 °C) or potassium hydroxide
(KOH; 18% KOH at 70 °C) to anisotropically etch the exposed
silicon handle wafer. This process leaves relief structures in
pyramid shapes positioned at the centers of the devices (step 3).
Transfer printing devices from the source wafer onto a target
PLGA polymer substrate (lactide/glycolide ratio of 85:15
composition) completes the fabrication. Figure 19d shows a
photograph of bioresorbable logic gates on a thin film of PLGA,
fabricated using these processes, wrapped onto a glass cylinder.
5.2. Vacuum Deposition through Masking Structures

Physical vapor deposition through shadow masks, commonly
made of flexible films of PI, is a simple alternative to
photolithography and etching or liftoff, with practical levels of
resolution that can reach into the micrometer range (∼10 μm).
Bioresorbable materials that can be processed in this way include

Table 7. Advantages and Limitations of Manufacturing
Techniques for Bioresorbable Electronics

manufacturing
techniques advantages limitations

photolithography,
etching and transfer
printing

high resolution
(∼1 μm)

requires cleanroom
facilities

high alignment
accuracy (∼1 μm)

multistep dry and wet
process

mass production

vacuum deposition
through masking
structures

simple process requires cleanroom
facilities

fine resolution
(∼10 μm)

high vacuum and/or
temperature process

limited selection of
materials

Additive printing time/cost-effective limited selections of
materials

mass production requires postsintering
process

low resolution (>40 μm)

laser ablation good resolution
(∼5 μm)

dependent on the
absorption properties of
materials

good alignment
accuracy (∼3 μm)

serial process

dry process
time/cost-effective
mass production
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a range of insulators35,98,139,171 (SiO, 600 nm; MgO, 100−150
nm; ZnO, 350−500 nm; MoO3, 1 μm) and met-
als28,76,98,178,181,227,238,276,289,290 (Mg interconnections, 50−
500 nm; electrodes, Mg, 3.5 μm thick, size ∼4.7 mm × 3 mm;
Fe, 200 nm thick, Mo, 150 nm thick). Examples are resistors and
RF coils139,291 (serpentine Mg resistors, 200 nm thick, 50 μm
wide, 100 μm distance; Mg coils, 2 μm thick, 200 μm wide, 200
μm distance, size: 8 mm × 8 mm), energy harvesters and storage
units (batteries, supercapacitors, triboelectric nanogenera-
tors),28,98,227,238,276,290 wireless heating devices for drug
delivery,139 strain and pressure sensors,98,178,181,291 and metal-
based electrode arrays for pressure sensing.76 Representative
examples of bioresorbable devices fabricated using this
technique are in ZnO-based transistors and mechanical energy
harvesters.98 In this case, processing of all of the constituent

materials, including ZnO (semiconductor, active material for the
transistors, and energy harvesters, 200 nm thick), Mg (electro-
des, contacts and interconnects, 150 nm thick), and MgO (gate
and interlayer dielectrics, 100 nm thick), involves direct vacuum
deposition onto silk substrates (∼25 μm thick) through masks
made of PI (12.5 μm thick) with feature sizes of 20 μm.
5.3. Additive Printing

For materials available in the form of particles, liquid inks, or
pastes, direct printingmethods can be attractive. Examples are in
Zn and W particles41,46,49,50,170,292−295 and PEDOT:PSS
pastes296 patterned by screen printing (feature size ∼100
μm),46,49,50,292,294 laser printing (feature size ∼40 μm),170 and
aerosol printing (feature size submillimeter).293 The con-
ductivity of the resulting printed structures follows from
transport through percolating networks, in some cases enhanced

Figure 19. Photolithography, etching, deposition, and transfer printing processes. (a) Schematic illustrations of key steps in the fabrication of a
bioresorbable array of electrodes for monitoring neural processes: (1) transfer printing of highly n-doped Si-NMs on a silicon substrate coated with
PMMA and PI, followed by coating with SiO2 and another layer of PI, (2) defining a mesh structure by photolithography, etching by RIE, and
immersion in BOE, (3) dissolving the PMMA, retrieving the structure onto a PDMS slab, and removing the bottom PI using RIE, (4) printing the
structure onto a bioresorbable substrate (PLGA), and (5) removing the top PI layer. (b) A photograph of a bioresorbable neural electrode array with
four channels wrapped around a cylindrical tube with a radius of 2 mm.125 Reproduced with permission from ref 125. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.
(c) SEM images and schematic illustrations of key processing steps in release and transfer printing of device components produced in a foundry
fabrication facility on an SOI wafer to a substrate of PLGA. The colorized regions correspond to the device array (gold), the released region of
individual device blocks (red), and the underlying silicon (100) handle wafer (cyan). (d) A photograph of bioresorbable logic gates on a thin film of
PLGA wrapped onto a glass cylinder (inset: magnified view of the interconnected MOSFETs).154 Reproduced with permission from ref 154.
Copyright 2017 United States National Academy of Sciences.
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by sintering processes, as described in section 2, and in other
publications for cases of bioresorbable materials.41,297 These
techniques can form conductive interconnects,49 resistors,292

RF antenna structures,41,46,50,170,293,294 strain gauges,170 and
others.

Screen printing is useful in the fabrication of circular RF
antennas,46 as shown in Figure 20a. The printing procedures
include forming of a PDMS mold by soft lithography, casting of
wax−tungsten composite inks (tungsten particles: 4−6 μm in
diameter) to fill the PDMS mold, and transferring the printed

Figure 20. Screen and laser printing techniques. (a) Illustration of a screen-printing process to form a conducting-wax-based RF inductive coil on a
candelilla wax substrate. (b) Wireless power delivery through the inductive coil to operate an LED.46 Reproduced with permission from ref 46.
Copyright 2018 Wiley-VCH. (c) Illustration of a laser printing process. (d) Photograph of resistive Zn strain gauges formed by laser printing on Na-
CMC.170 Reproduced with permission from ref 170. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH.

Figure 21. Laser ablation technology (combined with transfer printing and vacuum evaporation). (a) Illustration of the laser ablation process:
patterning of sensing elements (area colored with green) and structuring of alignmentmarkers (left), patterning of interconnection traces (area colored
with gold; middle), and structuring substrates (areas colored with gray) into stretchable forms (right). (b) Photograph of a Si-based MOSFET. (c)
Photograph of flexible Si-based electrode arrays on a PLA substrate for biopotential recordings. (d) Photograph of an Mg inductor with thinned
bottom electrode for a pressure sensor. (e) Photograph of a Mg resistive flow sensor probe with a narrow, needle-shaped geometry.157 Reproduced
with permission from ref 157. Copyright 2022 Springer Nature.
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inductive coil on a wax substrate by drop casting of wax on top.
The feature sizes of wax−tungsten lines formed in this way vary
from 100 μm to 1 mm. State-of-the-art screen printing systems
can reach feature sizes into the range of 30−50 μm.297 Figure
20b shows a wax-based inductive coil (line width ∼0.7 mm,
outer diameter ∼53 mm) fabricated by screen printing,
integrated with LEDs for wireless power.
Another example, featured in Figure 20c, illustrates the

processes of laser printing of Zn strain gauges on films of Na-
CMC.170 The fabrication begins with pressing a thin layer of Zn
(2.5−5 μm thick, consisting of Zn nanoparticles) on a
transparent glass slide onto a Na-CMC substrate. The output
of a continuous-wave fiber laser guided by a mirror on a
galvanometer passes through the glass slide to thermally
evaporate the Zn as the basis for direct printing of Zn traces
(line width ∼40 μm, thickness ∼submicrometer, conductivity
∼1.124 × 106 S m−1) on the receiving Na-CMC substrate.
Figure 20d shows resistive Zn strain gauges (gauge factor ∼1)
formed in this manner.
5.4. Laser Ablation

Patterned laser ablation offers a simple alternative to photo-
lithography and transfer printing, and other printing techniques.
The result enables materials processing in an accurate and
effective manner, without the use of wet chemistries or solvents,
for patterning of multilayered structures across large-areas (a few
tens of centimeters) with high throughput. Standard tools for
laser ablation offer high alignment accuracy (2−3 μm) with
feature sizes down to a few micrometers (∼5 μm).157 The key
parameters for ablation include average power (80−200 mW),
scanning speed (100−1000 mm s−1), and frequency (40−200
kHz), number of repetitions (≥1), ablation grid distance (≥2
μm) and scan path (along x-axis, y-axis, or x- and y-axis). For
example, with commercial tools for laser ablation in the printed
circuit board industry, Si NMs can be patterned at areal rates of
∼10−30 s cm−2 with optimized ablation parameters and a
minimum reduction in thickness of 35 nm per pass. Such
processing is compatible not only with Si NMs but with a range
of bioresorbable materials because it avoids the need of any wet
processing steps and limits the length of heat-affected damage
zones (∼15 nm) due to the use of ultrashort pulsed lasers (∼10
ps). A broad range of materials, ranging from conductors (Mg,
Mo, Zn, Fe, W, 0.1−250 μm thick),22,23,25,26,157,168,169,225,228,275

semiconductors (Si NMs/MMs, 0.5−2 μm thick),157 dielectrics
(SiO2, SiNx, 100−200 nm thick),157 to polymer encapsulants
and substrates29,157 (polylactic acid, cellulose acetate, PLGA,
polyurethane, and others, 10−50 μm thick) can be processed by
thinning,157 cutting,22,26,29,157,168,169,225 and patterning.157,275

Demonstrations in bioresorbable device fabrication span diodes
and MOSFETs,157 batteries,225,228 flow sensors,26,157 temper-
ature sensors,157,168 pressure sensors,157,169 strain sensors157 to
cardiac pacemakers,22,25 electrical stimulators,23,157,275 and
wireless drug delivery systems.29

Figure 21a shows procedures for fabrication of bioresorbable
electronic devices,157 from the patterning of sensing elements
and structuring of alignment markers (left) to the definition of
connection traces (middle) and cutting of substrates into
stretchable forms (right). For the example shown in Figure 21b,
fabrication of a Si-based n-channel MOSFET begins with
ablation to pattern a Si MM (2 μm thick) on a SOI wafer after
processing to form doped regions for source and drain contacts.
Deposition (PECVD) of a uniform SiO2 dielectric layer (100
nm thick) followed by ablation of this layer defines shapes with

two openings for metal interconnections. EBPVD forms a
uniform Mg layer (50 nm thick) that yields, by laser ablation,
three connection pads (dimension: 160 μm × 580 μm) as
electrodes. Cutting the SOI substrate completes the fabrication.
Tight control of the process minimizes damage to underlying
materials due to patterning of overlying layers. For example,
when patterning a three-layer structure consisting of top Mg
layer (300 nm thick), middle Si MM layer (500 nm thick), and
bottom PLA substrate layer (50 μm thick), ablating the Mg and
Si leads to an ablated thickness of ∼50 nm for the underlying Si
layer and ∼80 nm for the underlying PLA layer, respectively.

Similar schemes can be used to form other classes of devices,
from flexible Si-based electrode arrays on PLA substrates for
biopotential recordings to Mg inductors with thinned bottom
electrodes for pressure sensors and Mg resistive flow sensor
probes with a narrow, needle-shaped geometries, shown in parts
c−e of Figure 21, respectively.157 The fabrication of flexible Si-
based electrode arrays (Figure 21c) for biopotential recording
begins with pattering of the n-doped SiMM (2 μm thick) into an
array of electrodes (12 electrodes) on a PLA substrate (50 μm
thick), followed by ablation of the evaporated Mg layer (1 μm
thick) to define connection traces and cutting the PLA substrate
into a ribbon shape. Thinning of the Mg layer (280 μm thick) to
reduce the thickness of the central circular area (4 mm in
diameter; thickness decrease from 280 to 190 μm) for the
bottom electrode, and ablation of the surrounding Mg to define
a helical coil structure forms an inductor with thinned bottom
electrode of a pressure sensor (Figure 21d). Ablating the Mg
layer (180 nm thick, EBPVD) on a PLA substrate (50 μm thick)
defines four resistive-type devices and cutting the PLA substrate
complete the fabrication of aMg resistive-based flow sensor with
a narrow, needle-shaped geometry (Figure 21e).

6. BIORESORBABLE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS AND
CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Integrating bioresorbable components and sensors (section 3)
and power supplies (section 4) yields bioresorbable systems that
provide diagnostic or therapeutic functions for clinical
applications. Figure 22 illustrates the scope of clinical
applications for bioresorbable electronics. The U.S. Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) currently recommends assess-
ments of in vivo degradation for medical implants designed to be
bioresorbable or biodegradable, according to the International
Standards Organization (ISO).32 ISO10993 standards encom-
pass a comprehensive list of tests and protocols devised to
facilitate the systematic assessment of implantable devices.
Among these, key evaluations include investigation of
cytotoxicity for cell damage, irritation for inflammatory
responses, sensitization for allergic reactivity, systematic toxicity
for effects on organs due to chemical constituents, carcinoge-
nicity for development of cancer cells, implantation for effects on
localized tissues, hemocompatibility for effects on blood, and
degradation for resultant byproducts.298 Through biological
responses in accordance with these standards, some of the
materials (e.g., Mg, Mg alloys, Fe, Zn, silk, PGA, PLGA, PLLA,
PVA) previously noted in section 2 have been approved from the
FDA. The FDA has not, however, assessed bioresorbable
electronic systems, to our knowledge.
6.1. Diagnostic Platforms

6.1.1. Brain Monitoring. Monitoring the neurophysiology
of the brain is important as an essential diagnostic basis for the
assessment of patient health and postoperative brain disorders,
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such as traumatic brain injury, glaucoma, hypertension,
hyperthermia/hypothermia, and degenerative brain diseases.
Recently reported bioresorbable interfaces for such purposes
allow mapping of neural activity and sensing of intracranial
pressure, temperature, and neurochemicals.
In a first example, actively multiplexed devices enable high

resolution and high channel count (8 × 8 arrays; 64 electrodes)
neural interfaces, for transient spatiotemporal mapping of
electrical activity from the cerebral cortex (Figure 23a).125

One embodiment consists includes up to 128 n-channel
MOSFETs (single electrode with two MOSFETs), built with
highly doped Si NMs (1020 cm−3, 300 nm thick) for the neural
interface electrodes and/or Si NMs with patterned doping
regions as the active semiconducting layers, Mo (300 nm thick)
for the source, drain and gate electrodes, SiO2 (100 nm thick)
for the gate dielectrics, Mo (300 nm thick) for the interconnects,
trilayers of SiO2/Si3N4/SiO2 (300/400/300 nm thick) for the
interlayer dielectrics/encapsulation structures, and PLGA (30
μm thick) for the substrate. These platforms record physio-
logical activity in the form of ECoG and subdermal
encephalography (EEG) both in acute and chronic situations.
The spatial distribution of the amplitude of the evoked
potentials measured at the cortical surface of rat models
demonstrates an ability for high speed, high-resolution record-
ing schemes for several days with high signal-to-noise ratio.
Si NMs are attractive for these systems not only because of

their favorable electronic properties but also because of their
mechanical flexibility, to allow conformal contact with the
complex and time dynamic brain tissues. This flexible character-
istic can also be exploited for real-timemonitoring of intracranial
pressure (ICP) using strain gauges, suspended membranes, and
enclosed air cavities. Recently reported pressure sensors of these
types showmeasurement accuracies that compare to those of the
clinical standards through in vivo experiments for up to 25 days
(Figure 23b).171 The specific devices for those studies consist of
four sensors based on Si NMs (200 nm thick) as strain and
temperature gauges, along with thermally grown layers of SiO2

(10 nm thick) as encapsulation. The sensing mechanism follows
from gauges that partially extend over an air-filled cavity, such
that fluctuations in pressure of the surrounding cerebrospinal
fluid induce measurable deflections of the membrane that seals
the cavity. In vivo studies using rodent models demonstrate
excellent responses of the sensor with absolute accuracy within
±2 mmHg in the intracranial space.

Wireless operation is often an additional requirement for
clinical use. Examples of temperature sensors for the
brain9,168,171 use a wireless, LC-resonant passive scheme with
a detection range of ∼2 cm, a precision of <0.05 °C, and an
accuracy of 0.5 °C.168 This system consists of PLGA (10 μm
thick) as the substrate, candelilla wax (200−500 μm thick) as the
encapsulation, Mg foil (100 μm thick) as the electrode for an
inductor, a mixture of W and natural wax (weight ratio of 15:1)
as the interconnects, andMg/PEG/Mg (100/50/100 μm thick)
as the capacitor (Figure 23c). For temperatures near those of the
body (i.e., 34−42 °C) changes in the dielectric constant of PEG
lead to corresponding changes in the capacitance, and thus the
resonant frequency of the LC oscillator, as described previously.
Demonstrations include measurements of brain temperature in
rat models for 4 days, with performance similar to that of a
commercial temperature sensor.

Real-time monitoring of the concentration of neurotransmit-
ters (e.g., dopamine, epinephrine, and noradrenaline) can be
important for evaluating degenerative brain diseases as well as
regulating essential functions in the body. Recent reported
electrochemical sensors serve as neurochemical analyzers that
are implantable and fully bioresorbable, for wireless detection of
dopamine (related to nervous system disorders including
Parkinson’s disease, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,
schizophrenia).193,288 One example employs doped mono-Si
NRs (1019 cm−3, 300 nm thick) as current collectors, 2D TMDs
(i.e., MoS2 and WS2, 40−160 nm thick) as active sensing
electrodes, Fe nanoparticles (5 nm size) as catalysts, Mg (1 μm)
as interconnects, SiO2 (100−150 nm thick) as interlayers/
insulations and PLGA as the substrate (i.e., probe type) and
encapsulation (Figure 23d).288 When positively charged
dopamine molecules adsorb onto the negatively charged
TMDs-Fe surface by electrostatic interaction, Fe catalyzes the
accumulated dopamine to its oxidized form (i.e., dopamine
quinone). Electrons generated by this process transfer to the
highly conductive Si NRs electrodes, leading to changes in
electrical signals that depend on the concentration of dopamine.
A wireless communication system consists ofMg film (1 μm) for
a RF coil and interconnects, PLGA for the dielectric and
substrate, and electronic components for nonbioresorbable part.
The system connects to the active sensing probe and allows
transmit the measured, time-dynamic responses of the neuro-
chemicals for 2−4 weeks in vivo.
6.1.2. Blood Flow Monitoring. Postsurgical monitoring of

blood vessel patency is critical to patient recovery after
reconstructive surgeries and following discharge from the
hospital. Bioresorbable devices for monitoring blood flow26,35

can be useful in this context, with the potential to eliminate
complications and costs associated with surgical extraction.

Section 3 describes various types of bioresorbable pressure
sensors based on piezoresistive and LC circuit designs. One such
sensor adapted for monitoring blood flow (Figure 24a, left)
consists of a fringing-field capacitive component connected to a
bilayer coil structure as an inductor.26 Pulsed blood flow induces
changes in vessel diameter and, thus, the capacitance to cause
changes in the resonant frequency of the LC oscillator. Such

Figure 22. Illustration of the scope of clinical applications for
implantable and bioresorbable electronics.
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changes can be wirelessly monitored via inductive coupling to an
external coil. The constituent materials include Mg for electrical
interconnects, PGS as a dielectric layer, POMaC and PHB/PHV
as packaging layers, a PLLA spacer for the bilayer coil structure,
and a UV-cured bioresorbable sealant.26 Figure 24a (middle)
shows wireless operation in vivo with a Sprague−Dawley rat.
Figure 24a (right) presents the measured changes in resonant
frequency. The peaks coincide with artery expansion during
cardiac cycles (3.47 bps), as a manifestation of arterial pulse
waves.26

Section 3 also introduces designs for thermoresistive flow
sensors. One example of use in sensing blood flow, shown in
Figure 24b (left), includes integration as a bioresorbable
electronic stent (BES) with multifunctional capabilities that
also include temperature monitoring, wireless data transmission,
drug delivery, and hyperthermia therapy.35 The thermoresistive
flow sensor consists of a long filamentary Mg resistor, a ZnO
adhesion layer, and MgO and PLA encapsulation layers.
Inserting BES in the canine aorta allows measurements of the
blood fluid velocity through thermoresistive effects. Figure 24b

Figure 23. Bioresorbable sensing systems for the brain. (Left) Schematic exploded-view illustrations of representative devices. (Middle) Photographs
showing the implantation of these devices into or onto the brain, or in the intracranial space. (Right) Experimental data collected in vivo. (a) An actively
multiplexed neural electrode array for recording electrophysiological signals from the cerebral cortex (contact electrode, doped-Si; interconnect, Mo;
encapsulation, SiO2 and Si3N4; substrate, PLGA). An 8 ×8 array actively multiplexed array (64-channel) can measure the spatial distribution of
potentials evoked by different stimuli.125 Reproduced with permission from ref 125. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature. (b) A sensor composed of Si and
SiO2 for monitoring ICP. Stable operation is possible for up to 25 days postimplantation, with a negative drift of ∼3 mmHg.171 Reproduced with
permission from ref 171. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (c) A sensor for measuring temperature in the intracranial space (inductor, Mg; capacitor,
Mg/PEG/Mg; encapsulation, candelilla wax). Stable operation is possible for 4 days.168 Reproduced with permission from ref 168. Copyright 2020
Wiley-VCH. (d) A sensor for detecting a neurotransmitter (i.e., dopamine) (electrode, doped-Si; interlayer, MoS2 or WS2; catalyst, Fe nanoparticles).
Stable operation is possible for 2−4 weeks.288 Reproduced with permission from ref 288. Copyright 2022 Wiley-VCH.
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(middle) shows the device in an expanded state in the carotid
artery. Figure 24b (right) plots the change in the resistance of
the sensor at different flow rates.35

6.2. Therapeutic Platforms

6.2.1. Cardiac Pacing. Temporary cardiac pacing is
necessary for patients at risk for bradycardia following an
open-heart surgery, heart attack, side effects of medications, or

infection.22 Standard devices involve percutaneous leads and
external wired power supplies and monitoring systems, with
requirements for device extraction surgeries. This engineering
approach can lead to complications such as myocardial injury
and infections; it also imposes limitations on patient mobility.
Bioresorbable cardiac pacemakers, particularly those that
operate in a wireless fashion, can circumvent these challenges.

Figure 24. Examples of bioresorbable systems for blood flow monitoring. (a) Schematic illustration (left), implantation in the rat (middle, wrapped
around the femoral artery), and a plot of Δf 0 measured in vivo versus time (right) of a wireless arterial-pulse sensor.26 Reproduced with permission
from ref 26. Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (b) Schematic illustration (left), implantation in the canine common carotid artery (middle), and a plot
of the percentage change in resistance of a flow sensor (right) of a bioresorbable electronic stent (BES).35 Reproduced with permission from ref 35.
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.

Figure 25. Examples of bioresorbable systems for temporary cardiac pacing. (a) Schematic illustration (left), implantation (middle), and ECG signals
recorded before, under, and after light stimulation (right) of a photoelectric cardiac stimulator based on a-Si:H radial junctions (RJs).27 Reproduced
with permission from ref 27. Copyright 2020 Wiley-VCH. (b) Schematic illustration (left), implantation (middle), and ECG signals recorded before
and during electrical stimulation (right) of an RF-powered cardiac pacemaker.22 Reproduced with permission from ref 22. Copyright 2021 Springer
Nature.
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One type of bioresorbable cardiac stimulator relies on
photovoltaic effects in hydrogenated a-Si (a-Si:H) radial
junctions (RJs) (Figure 25a, left) formed by growing Si
nanowires on the aluminum foil.27 Attaching the RJ@AFs to
the surface of a porcine heart enables in vivo pacing (Figure 25a,
middle) by illumination with 650 nm laser light, as indicated
through electrocardiogram (ECG) signals (Figure 25a, right). In
this example, illumination increases the heart rate from 101
beats per min (bpm) to about 128 bpm. Due to limitations in
light penetration, implanted optical fibers must be used to
deliver sufficient light for cardiac pacing.27 Bioresorbable fibers
of the type described in section 3 might provide an attractive
choice for future work.
A fully implantable and wirelessly operated cardiac pacemaker

based on RF inductive powering solves these challenges (Figure
25b, left).22 A device for this purpose consists of W-coated Mg
(W/Mg) dual coils as the harvesting antenna (disk-shaped coils,
17 turns, 25 mm in diameter) with a resonance frequency of
∼13.5 MHz, a PLGA film as the dielectric interlayer, a Si NM
PIN diode for rectification, and W/Mg electrodes for pacing.

Figure 25b (middle) shows implantation of such a pacemaker as
part of a chronic in vivo study in a rat model.22 Figure 25b (right)
indicates successful pacing as evidenced from ECG signals
before and during electrical stimulation.22 Requirements for
external power supplies and ECGmonitoring equipment can be
eliminated by use of a soft, battery-powered device that mounts
on the skin of the chest, above the location of the implanted
pacemaker.25 This combination of wireless devices enables
closed-loop operation for rate-adaptive and autonomous pacing.
6.2.2. Tissue Regeneration. Similar to the example used in

cardiac pacemakers, bioresorbable electrical stimulators can be
applied to various forms of electrotherapy. For instance, Figure
26a shows wirelessly powered nerve stimulators for accelerated
neuroregeneration of injured, peripheral nerves.24 A typical
platform consists of a collection of a diode, a capacitor, a RF
receiver coil, and nerve cuff electrodes: diode−boron and
phosphorus dopedmonocrystalline Si NMs (320 nm thick) with
Mg electrical pads (300 nm thick); capacitors, SiO2 dielectric
(600 nm thick) between two Mg plates (50 μm thick); RF
receiver coils, a Mg loop antenna (18 turns, 50 μm thick) with a

Figure 26. Bioresorbable electrotherapeutic systems for accelerated healing. (Left) Schematic illustrations of representative devices. (Middle)
Photographs showing the implantation of these devices into the body. (Right) Experimental data collected in vivo. (a) RF-powered wireless, electrical
nerve stimulator for accelerating neuroregeneation of an injured nerve (inductor, Mg; capacitor, Mg/SiO2/Mg; diode, doped-Si; cuff electrode, Mg;
substrate/cuff, PLGA). A thin, flexible cuff electrode wraps around the nerve to provide electrical stimulation (pulse, 200 μs; frequency, 20 Hz; over a
minimum threshold voltage) for one hour per day for a total of 6 days. Multiple electrical stimulation events enhance the therapeutic effects.24

Reproduced with permission from ref 24. Copyright 2018 Springer Nature. (b) Ultrasound-powered wireless, piezoelectric 3-dimensional (3D)
scaffolds for promoting repair of an injured spinal cord (sheet, PLA/KNN@PDA; microchannel, PLA). Irradiation with ultrasound serves as a remote
mechanical stimulus that generates electrical stimulation transduced by a piezoelectric composite structure. Treatment using 3D scaffolds for 8 weeks
shows improved functional recovery.77 Reproduced with permission from ref 77. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society. (c) Battery-free,
wireless platform for electrotherapy at wound sites (electrode: serpentine layouts of Mo). Electrostimulation (DC voltage, 1.1 V) for 30 min/day
accelerates wound closure. 86%, 63%, and 66% closures on day 15 for the treated (red), untreated (blue), and the control group (gray), respectively.300

Reproduced with permission from ref 300. Copyright 2023 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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bilayer, dual coil configuration; PLGA substrates (30 μm thick)
with electrical interconnections (Mg, 2.5 μm thick; magnetron
sputtering deposition), and PLGA (30 μm thick) or candelilla
wax (300 μm thick) encapsulants. Nerve cuffs consist of twoMg
electrodes and a hot-pressed, tubular-structured PLGA to
facilitate surgical implantation and to ensure conformal contact
with the nerve interface. Power transmission occurs via inductive
coupling to an external, powered coil. This coil serves as a
transmission antenna to transmit power to the RF receiver coils
of the implant. The diode rectifies the received alternating
current to yield a direct current that can be delivered to the nerve
cuff as electrical stimulation to the interfaced region of the nerve.
Multiple episodes (1 h per day for 6 days) of electrostimulation
(pulse, 200 μs; frequency, 20 Hz; over a minimum threshold
voltage) during the therapeutic process of a damaged peripheral
nerve in rodent models demonstrates enhanced axonal
regeneration and functional nerve recovery.

Not only can the devices be designed for operation over these
relatively long timeframes, but they can also be configured,
through appropriate materials selections, for only timeframes
(typically ≥1 h) suitable for use in the immediate postoperative
period.79 One strategy involves encapsulation with two different
bioresorbable formulations of PA, to enable operational
lifetimes of only 3 days. Here, an inner layer (20 μm thick)
releases an acidic moiety (i.e., carboxylic acid) to accelerate
dissolution of the electronic materials such as the Mg-based
electrodes (40 μm thick) via 2H+ + Mg → Mg2+ + H2. An outer
layer (180 μm thick) confines intermediate degradation debris
and isolates the surrounding biological tissues from the acidic
environment, during a longer period of resorption. The entire
device resorbs over the following 10 days. The use of this
technology for a 1 h period of stimulation shortly after
implantation promotes axonal regeneration after nerve injuries,
as demonstrated in mouse models.

Figure 27. Bioresorbable thermal/electrical stimulators for nerve conduction block. (a) Conceptual illustration of the use, working mechanism, and
bioresorption of the devices. (i) propagation of postoperative acute pain signals through peripheral nerves; (ii) local cooling or electrostimulation of
peripheral nerves for on-demand nerve conduction block; (iii) treatment termination and bioresorption after completion of the healing process.11

Reproduced with permission from ref 11. Copyright 2022 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (b) Schematic exploded-view
illustration of a microfluidic/electronic system for nerve block via local cooling (left) (resistor, SiO2/Mg/SiO2; interconnect, Mg; microfluidics/
encapsulation, POC). Experimental setup for in vivo electrophysiology studies (middle). Amplitude of CNAP decreases with reduced temperature and
signal latency subsequently recovers upon rewarming (right); Nerve conduction block appears at around 4 °C.11 Reproduced with permission from ref
11. Copyright 2022 American Association for the Advancement of Science. (c) Schematic illustration of a peripheral nerve stimulator for nerve block
under kilohertz frequency alternating current (left) (electrode, Mo and Mg; encapsulation, PA; cuff, PLGA). Experimental arrangement of electrodes
for in vivo electrophysiology studies (middle). Changes in CNAP amplitudes under electrostimulation (AC; frequency, 25 kHz; voltage, 10 Vpp) for 9
days (right).23 Reproduced with permission from ref 23. Copyright 2022 American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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In addition to peripheral nervous systems, bioresorbable
electrotherapeutic devices can be also exploited for the repair
and regeneration of damage to the central nervous system.
Figure 26b highlights an electroactive 3D scaffold in the repair
and regeneration of spinal cord injury.77 Preparation of the 3D
scaffold begins with electrospinning of a mixture of PLA and
PDA coated KNN nanowires. Rolling the resultant PLA/
KNN@PDA in a porous, thin film form and separating PLA
microstrips prepared by 3D printing together yields a 3D
piezoelectric, cylindrical scaffold (2 mm in diameter) as a
controllable in situ piezoelectric stimulator. Ultrasound
delivered to the scaffold leads to transduction of this mechanical
energy (input) to electrical energy (output), enabling on-
demand, wirelessly powered stimulation for spinal cord injury.
Studies of in vitro biodegradation of PLA microstrips and PLA/
KNN@PDA show weight losses of ∼64% and 46% for 12
months with immersion in PBS (pH 7.4) at 37 °C, respectively.
The application of 20 min excitation of ultrasound (100 kPa)
every 2 days for 8 weeks in rat models with spinal cord injury
leads to a significant improvement of recovery of musculoske-
letal function.
Similarly, electrostimulation can promote healing processes

following bone fractures. Recently developed bioresorbable
electrical stimulators for bone regeneration uses 3D optoelec-
tronic scaffolds.299 These scaffolds mainly consist of litho-
graphically patterned, boron-doped mono−Si mesh structures
(∼1015 cm−3; 3 μm thick, 200× 200 μm2 in hole size) embedded
into a disk-shaped (800 μm thick and 5mm in diameter), porous
collagen/PCLmatrix. Responding to near-infrared illumination,
the Si mesh generates electrical signals that depolarize cellular
potentials and evoke intracellular calcium activity, thereby
promoting the regeneration of cranial defects (5 mm in
diameter) in rodent models for 8 weeks. Here, the Si mesh
consists of micropillars (2−3 μm in height; 2 μm in diameter; 10
μm in pitch) and nanosized pyramids (∼200 nm in height)
formed via plasma etching and wet chemical etching in
potassium hydroxide solution (2 mg/10 mL at 80 °C). These
structures enhance the optical absorption of the Si film, thereby
resulting in improved efficiency of photoelectric conversion for
electrical stimulation. Furthermore, the embedded Si film
contributes to increases in the modulus of the 3D scaffold
from 12 to 66 MPa, matching the mechanical properties of
natural bone.
Recent advances in electrotherapy may offer additional

capabilities in healing of would sites. Here, wound closure can
be accelerated by application of an electric field, by restoring the
electrical current that occurs when endogenous wounds
undergo natural healing. In one case, a bioresorbable stimulator
consists of a pair of highly conductive Mo electrodes (15 μm
thick) with serpentine layouts for mechanical stability (Figure
26c).300 An applied direct current voltage of 1.1 V for 30 min
day−1 heals wound sites with accelerated rates compared to
untreated group, ∼86% closure for treated and ∼66% closure for
untreated on day 15. As a result, electrostimulation results in
complete closure for would site after 18 days. Although this
platform includes a nonbioresorbable electronic module that
can be removed after healing, a combination with the
aforementioned capabilities in bioresorbable powering compo-
nents suggest possibilities for fully implantable, bioresorbable
wound healing systems.
6.2.3. Pain Relief. An attractive example of a therapeutic

platform that can be realized using bioresorbable electronics
relates to nonpharmacological pain management via conduction

block in peripheral nerve systems. Pain signals in the form of
action potentials that travel along the peripheral nerves can be
blocked locally by use of miniaturized implantable devices.
These devices then bioresorb after a period of need to avoid load
on the nerve and risk to the patient, without the requirement for
an extraction surgery (Figure 27a). Thermal, electrical, optical
mechanisms can be relevant in this context, as engineering
alternatives to traditional pharmacological approaches such as
those related to opioids. Figure 27b highlights a soft,
bioresorbable system for reversible nerve conduction block via
local cooling.11 The device consists of microfluidic and
electronic components. A bioresorbable elastomer, POC (425
μm thick), forms a microfluidic structure that can deliver
bioinert liquid coolant (i.e., perfluoropentane) and dry nitrogen
gas (N2) into serpentine channel structures (250 μm deep) at
the location of the nerve. Cooling follows from the phase
transition of the liquid coolant to gas triggered by flow of dry N2.
Thin serpentine, Mg traces (25 μm wide, 72 mm long, 300 nm
thick) encapsulated with SiO2 (100 nm thick) on bioresorbable
cellulose acetate substrates (50 μm thick) form an electronic
layer for temperature sensing at the location of the nerve. This
sensor provides feedback for control of the cooling power.
Results in live animal models demonstrate possibilities in
targeted neural block, with relevance across a range of clinical
applications.

Another interface for nerve block involves electrical
stimulation. A recent example uses a bioresorbable nerve cuff
in a cylindrical geometry to deliver kilohertz frequency
alternating current (KHFAC) with an amplitude of 10 Vpp and
a frequency of 25 kHz as the optimal input.23 This scheme can
wrap circumferentially around the targeted nerve for delivery of
the electrical signal, thereby leading to reliable and complete
nerve block with response times less than 10 ms. The KHFAC
can arrest the action potential (Figure 27c). This cuff includes
two different bioresorbable metal electrodes, 15 μm thick Mo
electrodes serve as a stimulating interface, and 50 μm thick Mg
electrodes serve as an extension interface to external power
supply. The high resistance of the Mo electrodes to electro-
chemical corrosion enables reliable delivery of blocking stimuli
(i.e., AC; 10 Vpp at 25 kHz) to the targeted nerve during
implantation, by comparison to Mg electrodes which corrode
rapidly (within an hour) under physiological conditions (i.e.,
PBS; pH 7.4 at 37 °C) and electrical stimulation. The woven,
interleaved interface between these two electrodes provides
robust mechanical strength and electrical connection during
implantation. A 40 μm thick layer of PLGA (75:25) serves as a
supporting substrate for the Mo electrodes to define the overall
cuff geometry, selected for its mechanical flexibility. The 200
μm-thick layers of PA encapsulate the entire device as a biofluids
barrier, except at the stimulating interface. In vivo investigations
of reversible nerve conduction block illustrate complete, high
efficacy for both sensory and motor block. In particular,
recordings in living rat models demonstrate consistent blocking
performance for 9 days after implantation, which suggests
feasibility of this platform as a bioelectronic medicine for acute
pain management.
6.2.4. Pharmacological Systems. Most traditional ap-

proaches to therapy and pain medication use pharmacological
approaches, typically delivered systemically through oral
administration or locally via syringe injection. Concepts in
actively or passively controlled release from implantable devices
are attractive alternatives for many applications. Passive
systems,131,301,302 such as those based on bioresorbable polymer
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matrices and porous scaffolds, allow the gradual release of drugs.
Implantable devices can deliver drugs on command but require
surgical procedures for extraction and/or refilling. Such devices,
when constructed from bioresorbable materials, are appealing
because they can naturally resorb in the body after the drug
release process. Electromagnetic harvesters,29,139,161,278,303,304

triboelectric generators,290 or battery cells30 can power the
release process via thermal161,278,290,303,304 or electrical29,30

mechanisms.
Thermal schemes represent simple, robust solutions. An RF-

powered bioresorbable device of this sort, based on silk fibroin,
allows remotely triggered release of antibiotics for infection
management at a surgical or suturing site.139 The device consists
of square-shapedMg RF coils (5 turns, ∼5mm side, a resonance
frequency of 80 MHz), resistive heating elements constructed
fromMg, and a drug-loaded silk film. Increasing the temperature
decreases the crystallinity (e.g., beta-sheet content) of silk and
thus enhances its bioresorption rate. Inductive coupling to an
external transmission antenna supplies power to cause Joule
heating in the resistors, thereby initiating release of drugs
embedded into the silk. Operating a transmission coil at 80MHz
with a power of 500 mW yields a temperature increase at the
heating element of ∼20 °C.139 A lipid-based device provides an
alternative to the silk for multiple release events of doxorubicin
(DOX) from multiple independently controlled drug reservoirs
by using multiple receiver coils with different resonance
frequencies for frequency-selective power harvesting,161 as
described in section 4. Advanced examples include flexible and
sticky electronic patches for intracranial drug delivery to brain
tumors.278 Here, a hydrophilic/hydrophobic bifacial design
(Figure 28a, left) enables conformal adhesion to the brain tissue
and targeted drug delivery with minimized release to
cerebrospinal fluid. An oxidized starch (OST) patch contains
an Mg bioresorbable heater, an Mg temperature sensor, a PLA
encapsulation layer, and DOX loaded on the patch.278 Applying

an alternating RF magnetic field wirelessly triggers Joule heating
and increases the temperature of the BEP and surrounding
tissues by 5 °C, which thus enables drug release from the
reservoir and accelerates intercellular drug diffusion. Figure 28a
(middle) shows the implantation of a BEP during a brain
craniotomy in a canine model. The higher DOX concentration
after BEP implantation and pulsed mild-thermic actuation
(Figure 28a, right) validates the operation.278

Electrically triggered release is possible by electrochemical
corrosion of metal gates above sealed drug reservoirs, as a fast
and energy-efficient alternative to thermal mechanisms. A
wirelessly controlled drug delivery system of this type utilizes
metal anode corrosion phenomenon to achieve passive drug
release.29 The device contains three RF power-harvesting disk-
shaped coils (Mg, diameters of 12 mm, resonance frequencies of
5.14, 9.92, and 14.78 MHz, with 16, 13, and 8 turns,
respectively), three electrochemically bioresorbable Mg metal
gate valves and corresponding drug reservoirs made of PA.
Delivery of RF power from transmission coils accelerates the
corrosion and dissolution of the metal gate when immersed in
biofluids, thus enabling diffusive drug release from the
underlying reservoir. The corrosion reaction of the Mg gate is
Mg − 2e− + 2H2O → Mg(OH)2 + 2H+.29 In a self-powered
alternative (Figure 28b, left),30 the metal gates (Mg foils) serve
as anodes for a battery structure via electrical connections to a
common cathode (a Fe or Mo foil) through a corresponding
collection of phototransistors. Surrounding biofluids serve as
electrolyte. Illuminating the phototransistor decreases its
electrical resistance and short circuits the battery cell formed
by the anode and cathode, thereby leading to fast dissolution of
the gate and opening of the reservoir.30 The gate corrosion and
cathode reactions are Mg − 2e− + 2H2O → Mg(OH)2 + 2H+

and 2H+ + 2e− → H2, respectively. Optical filters with
wavelength-selective responses placed atop the phototransistors
enable programmability through a wavelength-division multi-

Figure 28. Examples of bioresorbable drug delivery devices. (a) Schematic illustration (left), brain craniotomy implantation (middle), and in vivo
measurement of the DOX concentration at 15 h after implantation (right) with the pulsedmild-thermic actuation (no pulse: black; one pulse: red; four
pulses: blue) of a mild-thermic actuated bioresorbable electronic patch (BEP).278 Reproduced with permission from ref 278. Copyright 2019 Springer
Nature. (b) Schematic illustration (left), implantation adjacent to the sciatic nerve of a rat (middle), and changes in CMAP associated with the
programmable release of lidocaine (right) of a self-powered, light-controlled device for programmed drug release.30 Reproduced with permission from
ref 30. Copyright 2023 United States National Academy of Sciences.
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plexing strategy.30 Such a design allows for compact designs,
scalable to far more reservoirs and independently controlled
release events compared to the RF powered analogue described
above. In vivo, programmed lidocaine release for pain manage-
ment adjacent rat sciatic nerves illustrates the functionality and
programmability (Figure 28b, middle). Compound muscle
action potentials (CMAPs) and sensory nerve action potentials
(SNAPs) decrease after drug release, consistent with expected
blocking of pain signals (Figure 28b, right).30

7. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
This review highlights recent advances in bioresorbable
electronics, with a focus on the essential materials and their
underlying chemistries. The content includes examples of
components, sensors and power supplies formed with these
materials, using specialized fabrication and assembly techniques.
A summary of integrated systems with diagnostic or therapeutic
functions that address clinical needs highlights the current
maturity of this field of research.
Progress in the chemistry of bioresorbable electronic

materials will continue to serve as the basis for advances in
this technology. An area of opportunity for further research is in
chemical methods that enable precise control over the
mechanisms and rates of bioresorption. For example, current
materials enable applications that require operation over periods
of days or several weeks; those that demand chronic stability are
not possible. To address this limitation, improved materials that
function as efficient barriers to biofluid penetration and that
resorb via processes of surface erosion are needed. In addition to
the encapsulation materials, methods that can bond biofluid
barrier materials and tightly seal the bioresorbable electronics
are necessary. Robust conductive composites that interconnect
different electronic components in the integration process are
also critical. Also, in many systems, the time scales for complete
bioresorption are much longer than those associated with
operational stability, as described in section 2. To minimize this
difference, chemistries that support accelerated rates of
bioresorption upon the introduction of an external stimulus
are of interest. Previous reports on triggered transience of
environmental electronics through thermal305,306 or elec-
tric307,308 effects may suggest strategies for activated mecha-
nisms in bioresorption based on materials309−311 that are
responsive to chemical, thermal, electric, optical, or mechanical
stimuli. An important goal is in independent, programmable
control of both operational lifetimes and time scales for
complete bioresorption. The long-term influences of bioresorb-
able devices and their degradation products on biological
environment are yet to be understood. Currently, most
assessments of bioresorbable electronics are performed in vitro
in simulated body fluids and in vivo in small animal models. It is
necessary to study the degradation behaviors and biological
influences of these devices in vivo in large animal models.
Other opportunities are in chemistries and device designs that

enhance patient experiences and outcomes. For example, highly
miniaturized devices may facilitate minimally invasive surgeries
for implantation. A recent report in this direction involves
advanced, small-scale bioresorbable battery technologies that
avoid bulky antennas needed for wireless power transfer.29,30

Bioresorbable power supplies with high energy and power
densities will facilitate further miniaturization of various devices.
As described in section 4, each type of power supply (batteries,
supercapacitors, and mechanical, radio frequency, and photo-
voltaic energy harvesters, etc.) has its own advantages and

disadvantages. A hybrid power system that integrates one or
multiple components for both energy storage and harvesting
might be an appropriate approach. Similarly, bioresorbable
components that enable wireless, external methods for
controlling these implanted devices are important. Mechanisms
that enable operation into the depths of tissue include light
illumination, ultrasound exposure, magnetic coupling, and RF
radiation. In one demonstrated case, pairing a bioresorbable RF-
powered cardiac pacemaker with a skin-interfaced wireless
device for ECG monitoring and for RF power transfer enables
closed-loop operation for rate-adaptive and autonomous
pacing.25 Such combinations of therapeutic bioresorbable
devices and diagnostic sensors offer powerful options in treating
patient conditions. An attractive route to related capabilities
might rely on responsive chemical/biochemical principles, to
reduce or eliminate the need for electronics. Recent advances in
bioresorbable stimuli-responsive materials310,311 and chemical
sensors147 may suggest routes in this direction. Additional
chemistries must be developed to realize fully resorbable
versions of such sensors.71,195 In addition to bioresorbable
electronics that safely resorb in the human body, biodegradable
electronic skins312,313 that can harmlessly degrade in the
environment alleviate the environmental burdens and health
risks caused by solid electronic waste streams. Although outside
of the scope of this review, these interesting devices provide
diagnostic and therapeutic functions such as tactile sensing,314

pressure sensing,315 physiological signal monitoring,316 and
transdermal drug delivery.317

Translating bioresorbable medical devices from academic
demonstrations and prototypes into platforms for routine
human use will require regulatory review of these fundamentally
new classes of technologies. The aspects of interest span not only
those of traditional bioresorbable implants (e.g., stents,
scaffolds), primarily their mechanical and chemical properties,
but also various electrical, magnetic, electromagnetic, and
optical characteristics commonly associated with conventional
nonresorbable implants. This expanded set of considerations
will require heightened regulatory review but balanced by
reduced levels of risk due to the intrinsically transient nature of
the devices. The diverse range of interesting research directions
in these and other contexts, taken together with the potential for
transformative improvements in patient care, serve as strong
motivations for expanded research in this emerging field of
chemistry.
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